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State college faculty salaries lag
even after increase, official says·
Associated Press

~

. raises that approach Kentucky's.

However, statistics show that
FRANKFORT - Kentucky has
further salary improvements are
The
raises
are
"a
major
step
in
taken a big step toward matching
needed to alt.race top faculty to
facu1ty pay at its colleges with the right direction" and should send Kentucky's universities and colother universities and community "a positive sign to our faculty and
leges. The education-board report
colleges in the region. But the state staff that things are getting better," shows that the average Kentucky
said
Charles
Wethington.,
interim
still must play catchup, an educapresident of the University of Ken- faculty member earned 93 percent
tion official says.
tucky,
where faculty raises average ot the $40,008 res-i1onal ave.rage last
Faculty at Kentucky's universiyear.
10
percenl
•
ties and community colleges will
It ah:,) sh<r-' 5 that Kentucky
receive raises ranging from 7 perMorehead State University procent to 14 percent this year, the fessors get the top raises, while the ranks third from the bottom in the
highest in the Southeast, ar.co.:iing lowest raises go to faculty members region in its ill(.Tease5 in faculty
to the Southern Regional Education at Western Kentucky University, pay sinee 1980.
Board.
the University of Louisville and
The Genernl As.c;embly in"This is by far the best appro- Kentucky State University, accord- creased the higher-education budgpriation we have received for a ing to the state Council on Higher et by 10.6 pera>nl this year and 12.9
decade," and higher-education offi- Education.
percet't next year.
cials have made faculty salaries the
top priority in using new money
from the General Assembly, said
Gary Cox, executive director of the
LEXINGTON HERALD LEADER LEXINGTON KY , FRIDAY JUNE 29. 1990
Kentucky Council on Higher Education.
·
Still, "It's clear that even after
this increase, we still lag behind,"
Cox said
Average Ky. faculty pay is 9th in region
A new report by the regional
Average pay raises for faculty members a Kentucky's public
education board shows that 13 of
universities increased by a greater percentage than the nation and
the 15 states in the region have
region this year, but lagged far behind for the decade of the 1980s.
proposed or approved faculty pay
Kentucky's average faculty pay of $37,077 ranks ninth among 15
raises for 1990-91. Among them,
Southern states. That's behind the national average of $42,518 and
only Arkansas, Louisiana and Oklaregional average of $40,008, according to a report by the Southern
homa - all states where faculty
Regional Education Board, which tracks education trends in 15
pay has lagged - have considered
states.
In the 1980s, the teaching force in Kentucky's public universities
received the third smallest percentage increase of the 15 states. Only
West Virginia and Louisiana faculty members received smaller
percentage pay raises.
Faculty pay grew 80 percent in Kentucky over the 10-year period,
compared with 89 percent nationally and 92 percent in the region.
But the average 1989-90 raise in Kentucky of 6.3 percent was
higher than the U.S. average of 5.4 percent and the regional average
of 5.6 percent
·
Faculty salaries across the region v ary by as much as 44.9
percenl The highest - $46,941 - was in Virginia. The lowest $32,389 - was in West Virginia.
Kentucky public universities will give their teachers average
raises ranging from 7 percent to 14 percent in 1990-91 - one of the
highest increases reported in the region.
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:X{~fil:.iic~y;;ii~.~·~~lly:makirig~upTground':,
:witb}1ts::neighbors-in. college-facwty pay:_;·.·-.
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:By MICHAEL'JENNINGS::,: /,,'.:'.:.•\ • : -. : · University of Lo~e and Kentucky-State
iSta!f Wrtter:,t;::·i ···,• ··,~-:·

-~r ",: ·.•··~~- University.

•· ·
..
·
i,. ,:· ., , ·_ · :,,,:; J;:'.f,?:/;\~ ;:;_" ," ·
· ·. • · A new education-board report shows that
•-·,,FRANKFORT,-Ky. ·--: After.losing ground 13 of the 15 states In the region have pro-.
!for. a _decade,ln lts,ablllty,to bid for faculty,, ·posed or approved facUlty pay raises for
1talent;_ Kentucky's higher-education system, . 1991. Among them, only Arkansas, Louis!'finds Itself, with· a mueh stronger .- ana and Oklahoma have considered raises.
1rsuddenly
competitive hand.· · ,., • .. • ·-· • '• .'
. that approach· Kentucky's.
.• . ·
r,';;•Nexfyear,.facuity.'.'.pay:;ra1ses at Ken- .. ·, ·Tbe raises ere "a major step In the right
;tucky's universities and community colleges direction~ and should send "a posltlve sign
,will ranii. among·rthe"hlghest· ln·.the South-;;'to our faculty and staff that things are get(east, ·acco~dlng tn.:the ,Southern:,Reglonal '·. ting better,'' said Charles Wethington, Inter,
,Educatton;'!Board,·: a_ stale-service_, agency.:'_lrq,presldent or the University or Kentucky,
In Allenta..,.'•._·:,::.:.:',,i:;; 0/ ·! • -· :c. ", where proposed raises average 10 percent.
I · KeJ!tucky, lnslltullcins heve·proposed fac-,~ . Kentucky's.unlversjt_les and colleg~ must
'.ulty' pay'ralses 'ranging from '14'percent at 'play catch-up In the effort to attract top racMorehead State 1:Unlvers1ty·to.about·1-per•·•ulty, however,,The education-board report
at Western', Kentucky -University; the · shows that the average Kentucky faculty
" • ~ .. · ·
· i.THECQUAIERJOURNAL, SAllJRDAY JUNE 30 1990
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member earned 93 percent of the $40,008_·
regional average last year.
, It also shows that Kentucky ranks third
from lbe bottom In the region In Its In-.
creases In -faculty pay since 1980. The.,
state's slippage In faculty pay led UK o!fl•..
dais to claim last year Iba! their dlfflctlltles
In attracting and holding prime faculty.:
members had reached e crisis stage. - :.::
The General Assembly responded by In- ,
creasing the higher-education budget' by~
10.6 percent this year end 12.9 percent n~xt.:
year. The Increase brings the state's higher--.
education funding to 88 percent ot'thi'
amount called for In a need-based fOl'!!!..l!!!!.:'.
.. up from 83 percent lest year.
'·
• "This ls by fer the best appropr1-:
'. allon we have received for a dee-'.
ade,» and higher-education o!flclels
have made-faculty salaries the lop
priority In using the new money,
said Gary Cox, executive director of
1
~:u!~~~~1:iu.~1~:~~~t.a~
after
hi U this Increase, we still lag be-
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nd, Cox said.

. "

1}'he•r!;'°klort--Bureau_•:_-~. ?"-~'i
"-House· Democrat1c·:Wb1p Kenny
'''.'' ·,
- _ ,,,,~-- , ;,,Rapier o~ Ba~dslown said resterday•,
~-<,•~.o~-;r.,,~Y•.~"":'.L~glslators_,,!hat_G11y_tm~Jiopk!DS'wlll Mid full•
,baye named two tpp_ aides to head · powers of the agency until a direc-,
:1!11-e(/ucattonal watchdog agency un- . tor ls named. However, they "will
~~ :II full-time director ls, cbosen - probably do very little Inward pro-,
;perhaps by early August.
mollng anything right now,'' he said,
•·'.•·~e ,Legislative Research Com-, Rapier said that potential candl: mission, e panel or legislative lead• _. dales for director might be sought et
ers, on Wednesday named Buel Guy next month's meeting of the Educa•
and Parts Hopkins to field Initial In- lion Commission of the Stat I S
,iiglrles to the . Education Account- allle: All six members or 8
;_li,blllty_ Office.
,
,..
.
. , tee that will choose Kentucky's first
~-.,Guy-: Is a staff' aide tn House • education commissioner plan lo at•
:Speaker Don Blandford, D-Phllpot, , tend, as do Gov. Wallace Wilkinson:
'l!nd"Hopklns ls an aide to Senate· and some Kentucky legislators, Re-·
President Pro Te111 John "Eck~ pier said.
·
.-,
~'ose, D-Wlnehester•.·. ' · _ · · '· · ,Tbe panel must conduct a nation•
( ·Tbe accountability agency, a ere- · al search for a commissioner anetloi:i ·of the state's school-refonn . other office created by the reform: ,
law; wlll monitor Kentucky's public_ law, Rapier said the search for a',
school system and report Its findings director of the watchdog agency wlll ·
1
tn'theleglslature.':
·-'
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i'A living treasure · -·
/ Loyal Jones is a living'
1treasure of Appalachian culf ture,-. who is .one , of
the.
, strongest and most know;Jedgeable promoters of the
jrich' heritage of this region.
,_He 'is, ·a most deserving re-:
lcipient of Morehead State:
!University's Appalachian
iTreasure Award.
, Jones, who has been di/rector of the Appalachian
!Center at Berea College
'. since 1970, is a scholar who
'.has. written a number of
books and articles about
·Appalachian history and
produced several albums of
traditional folk music.

.

: Wethington said the salary Increase a_l UK has already helped.
"Whet I hear at this point lnlllcates
to me ihat we can be very pleased
with· our recrultmenls thls .. year,''
end doubly pleased with the unlverslty's success In attracting more
black ,faculty members, he said.· . According to the Southern Reglon·
,
al EducaUon Board, the region s esllm;eted 5.6 percent average In•
crease In faculty salaries lest year
outpaced the national Increase of
:5.4 percent, with eight· of the 15
states; In the region - Including
Kcntu~ky - exceeding the national
',!l~re.

But he is best know as a
gifted teller of humorouse
stories. Perhaps more than
any other · person, he has ,
captured ,the rich humor that'
is part of the heritage of this
region. He is a delight to
hear as he shares his love of ·
life and Appalachia. _.
· '
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;Rroppsa,1.:·:p·rges· usi'r1g
;Social_ -;Security glut
'.for:/··tuitio·n~-• 1o·a.ns
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lat~ enough m~ney· to pay benefits
Ameri- for the large baby-boom generation:
: cans at all income levels could pay . •that is expected to retire starting!for college and vocational training about 2010.
'
. ·, '
thy borrowing from the Social SecuThe surplus now is used to help
'.rity surplus under a proposed edu- cover the federal budget deficit,
•,cational loan program.
· ·
with the government issuing Treas/,·, ·: The proposal comes as college ury bQJ)ds to pledge that the bar:tuitions continue to climb, U.S. rowed money will be repaid in time.
:workers need new skills to compete
Bluestone said using the Social
;in a changing economy and federal Security surplus to • educate and
;1oaris:and grants become harder for train future workers was a far
flow: and midd_le-income students to sounder investment than_paying the
,·get. .
deficit.
;,;_ :· rnie'
was· outlined by a
· He and his co-authors estimated
(group•of'economists Thursday in a that repayments would make the·:papef oy the Economic Policy Insti- · loan fund fully self-supporting by
'tute; a liberal research organization: the year 2039. They also said bor;rt \Vould allow students and work- rowing would never amount to
:ers to borrow as much as $40,000 · more than 42 percent of the entire
. from', a ·revolving loan fund for Social Security surplus.
/college ·· and · vocational .. training,
Critics say the plan glosses over,
, paying back the money over . 25 ' the fact that the Social Security
r.Years, through automatic deductions surplus now pays for government
:,from their paychecks.
programs. They say the proposal
i. - .The loan fund would draw on would mean cutting back spending
\the· surplus in the -Social Security on programs or raising new taxes.
'.·Trust Fund, the payroll tax collect"What is the net effect of this?"
,ed from workers and employers. said Stuart M. Butler director of
lThe fund now is helping to pay'for domestic policy studie,; at the Heri:;the federal budget deficit· ·
tage Foundation, a conservative re!.' Barry Bluestone, an economist search organization. "You raise tax;at the University of Massachusetts es and create a new program. Are
,who is a co-author of the plan, said we going to raise taxes so that a
'it had several advantages over the millionaire's son can go to Har'.existing federal. student loan ·pro-. vard?"
(New•Y~rk Times News Service
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' . Federal loans: with: subsid~
low interest rates· are restricted to
,students whose ;families :earn less
,than $28,000 ":::- 'a' ,cutoff that ex- .
''eludes applicants· 'from· niiddle•in-·:
!rome: families. Students also are
defaulting on the loans at record ,
rates, costing the U.S. Treasury $1.5
_billion a Yel!'"- .
·: .- Under the proposal:
. • • Loans- would be available to
~tudei)ts _regardless of family in- ,;
.come.
i· • Repayments would be guaran- :
'teed by automatic payroll deduc- ·;
• '

••

/-, MINNEAPOUS - The University;
,of Minnesota bas banned Its dance
line of 16 women from men's atblet-i
le events becauSfl the performances,
''.sexually stereotyped". them. •.. _I
The university also told the group;1
which has performed since ,1971,i
that Its performances projected ·an.l
inappropriate Image of the school. ,r
The men's athletic director, Ricli-)
ard Bay, said he agreed with the ·de:;
_clslon.
· ·, ': /
, · The dancers·· greeted the an-•
nouncem'ent ~Ith "shock, anger ami!
sadness," coach Andrea Lilleberg
said. "We feel we're Jntelllgent:
enough women to know when we're·,
considered objects," she said. '' , (
The dancers said they.• plan to;
light the: decision. ·
'' ' ·, .• i

··r,t· · \' ".~ ·· '· .·...;:.. · · ,
•'plan

I

•

'.I

r :_,As many as 9 million

.tions.

) •

© New York Times News Service
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gram.·".
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U. of Minnesota bans
·'stereotyped' dance unit
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1, • Payments would be set as a·,
.percentage_. of; future income. It
:would give students the freedom to 1
,choose.: professions like teaching;
;_rather' than ..· high-paying · jobs • to.\
·repay the loan. ·
;', ;" Interest · rates for the· · loans.,
'-would be slightly higher than for'.
-'.federally subsidized loans - abou(;
10 percent - but the longer repay- ;
· ment : period would offset the in:creased cost, Bluestone said.
!. · Propooals '. to borrow from the .
Social Security surplus, however, ,;
· are politically volatile. -, . ·
·
/· ·: Social Security payroll . taxes
· were .increased
in 1983 to accumu-·
,.
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:Expansion of UK recy~lirig program likely·:
.' · The Univ~ity of Kentucky plans · to ~ntinu~ its recycling,
program, and s~ificant expansion is likely. befor~ ;the begjnning of,
the new academic year.
. . ,> ' . .
I
,
, •
1
A three-month pilot. program,. in \1/hich collection bins were
placed at two outdoor locations on cainpus;' showed ·"a tremendous
. interest in recycling on campus," said Jim Wessels, who is helping to·
coordinate the recycling effort.
·,·· ..;-,,,-~,-r·tf~ --'.-c'l., ...... --~
• · • ~e bins will remai_n perman~t1f."w~1i;~~;•~ nei>
. was signed recently with a local recyclable matenitls' dealer, underl
which UK will be paid for the scrap paper, plastic and aluminum that]

;µii-act1

js collected.
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Students from region
·i n defa ult on more than'
half-million in loans·
By ROGER ALFORD
Independent News Writer

Former northeastern Kentucky
vocational and college students are
in default on $515,254 worth of
federal student loans, according to
the latest figures from the U.S.
Department of Education.
Former Morehead State University students owe the grea~est
amount, with $192,249 outstanding,
followed by Mayo State Vocational
Technical School, where former
students have defaulted on $113,007
in loans.
The Ashland vocational school's
former students owe the least
amount in the-region at $34,063.
Yet that school has a 31.8 percent
def~ult rate, the highest in the re- gion and the ninth highest in the
state.
Each year the Department of
Education releases the amount of
loans students have defaulted on
and the names of schools with the
highest default rates. The latest
figures released are of loans made
in 1987-88 and defaulted on in 198889.

would be ineligible for several
federal programs such as loans
from Farmers Home Administra•
tion.
"Up until a few years ago, a loan
was a loan and people felt obligated
to pay it back," Bramblett said.
"Now, it seems that we're educating people that they don't have_to
pay it back, instead of educatm~
them that they do have to pay 1t
back."

A study by a House task force
called the Belmont Commission
blames the skyrocketing defaults
on the rapid growth of loans to
trade school students. A separate
congressional study showed that
trade schools accounted for 44 percent of all defaults between 1983
and 1987.
•
Some lobbyists have advocated
punishing trade schools for their
high default rates by taking them
out of the guaranteed student loan
program.
However, Bramblett said figures
from northeastern Kentucky
schools dispel the Belmont Com•
mission's finger pointing.
The Ashland school, for example,
made only 44 loans in the 1988-89
school year. Morehead State University made 830 such loans and,
because of volume, would have a
lower default rate than smaller
schools, he said.

.

Appalachian Beauty School . m
South Williamson has the third
highest default rate in the state at
44.3 percent. The federal_ report
said the school has $56,787 m loans
in default.
Debbie Johnson, financial aid di·
rector at the school, said actions
the school are required to take will
likely reduce the number of defaults. However, if the actions don't
work she said she would hate to
see ~ctions against all students.
"I would hate to see it knock
some person out of receiving an
education who could have done
something with it," Jo_hns?n s~id.
But she said, "something lS going
to ~ve to be done."

Because of high default rates, the
federal government is making
several northeastern Kentucky
schools take special precautions to
try to ensure that students will pay
back money they borrow through
~Stafford Student Loan program,
formerly the Guaranteed Student
Loan.
Schools with a default rate higher
than 20 percent must submit default management plans to the
Department of Education or f~ce
sartctions. Students attending
schools with a rate of 30 percent or
more are denied Student Lending
Services loans, which have to be
repaid in full a month after being
received.
Bill Bramblett, financial aid di·
rector at the Ashland vocational
school, said students are counseled
on the consequences of not repaying the loan.
Also loans are not final until a
student has been in school for 30
days, to avoid payment to students
who enroll, receive the loan and
drop out, he said.
Bramblett said if students drop
out the school sends out letters
telling them of the consequences if
they default. For example, he said,
their federal income tax refunds
will be applied to the loan, their
wages can be garnisheed, and they
-A service of

Defa ult rates
Student loon default rotes for schools in northeastern Kentucky and
in surrounding areas of Ohio and West Virginia.

NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

School
Default rate (percent)
Owensboro School of Hair Design
48.6
Appalachian, Beauty School, South Williamson
41.7
Ashland State Voe Tech School. Ashland
31.8
Rowan State Voe Tech School, Morehead
28.8
Mayo State Voe Tech School, Paintsville
26.5
Pikeville College, Pikeville
15.0
Kentucky Christ ian College, Grayson
9.5
Morehead State University, Morehead
9.3
OTHER AREA SCHOOLS
School

Default rate (percent)

Shawnee State University , Portsmouth , Ohio
Huntington (W. Va.) Junior College
Huntington (W .Va.) School of Beauty Culture
Marshall University, Huntington, W.Va.
St. Mary's School of Nursing, Huntington, W .Va.
SOURCE: U.S. Deportment of Education.

,

the Office of Media Relations-

10.5
32.4
29.6
10.9
none
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Lawm al~ers poised to address problems· with student loans
By MARK WIGFIELD
Ottaway News Se'rvice

to become the chairman of the
House Education committee this
WASHINGTON -. The class of fall. He blames Reagan~ra erosion
1990 carries an unprecedented of . federal education grant proburden of debt into the working grams for forcing more low-income
students into taking out Joans they
world.
. A.'ld, if recent years are any in- _had no hope of payiog back.
The Education Department offers
dication, Uncle Sam is likely to be
left payiog billions.on tliose_c9llege seven major student financial aid
--· and · trade school loans. School programs, but the largest is the
dropouts are the most likely· to -Stafford Student Loan program,
renege.
.
formerly the Guaranteed Student
Last year, the Department of Loan program. Under the program,
Education spent $2 billion payiog students borrow from private !enoff defaulted guaranteed student ders such as banks or credit
""'·
loans. That figure is likely to be unions, but the federal government
' .
p:
exceeded in 1900, department offi• guarantees the loans.
,,
cials believe.
Th_e. federal_ government also
~.
Wit~ nearly $50 billion in loans subs1Clizes the mterest rate for the
' · · .outstanding, the government "has loans, keeping it at 8 percent for
.. .,,. - a problem that could become like the ~ir.st f~ur years of. repayment.
another savings and loan crisis," Part1c1patmg schools must be aceff
says education lobbyist Ed El- redited and approved by the de;(,
mendorf: Even now, defaults on partment.
guaranteed student loans represent .. . A study by a House task _fo~ce
i·
· the third-largest cost borne by the called the Belmont Conuruss1on
education department. ·
blames the_ skyrocketing defaults
Congress and the Department of on the rapid growth of loans to
Education have taken steps to re-. trade school students. A separate
duce defaults, some of which are congress10nal study showed that
just now going into effect. But not trade schools accounted for 44 per•
until next year will lawmakers ad- cent of all defaults between 1983
dress ·the underlying problems that and 1987.
.
emerged in the nation's higher ed- . The. s_tudy also notes that sp1r~lucation programs in the 1980s.
__ mg twtion at four-year colleges m"We've been on hold," said Rep. creased the ·need for loans. And
William Ford during a recent con- banks, guaranteed against losses
vention of student loan officials. by the federal guarantees, were
The Michigan Democrat is in line faulted for irresponsible lending

I

practices.
loan analysis section. By 1989 they
Congress has addressed some (!f
grown to $10.4 billion.
these problems .. For example, it had
·From 1983-,'!7, the volume of all
barred schools with default rates of student
loans - both good d b d
andin gaa
over 30 percent)rQm -participa_ting - - greW by 83 percent, accor
in certain stuc!enPoan programs.
congressional study. Defaults,·
But next ye~r, Congress. jVill look_. however, grew over four times as
at other changefi as; it reworks fast, by.338 percent over the period:
higher education progr3JPS, all of
While the overall-rate of-defaults
which are .scliedule_d to expire in about 10 percent bf l98~ - was
1991. .
actually lower than m the 1970s,
Rep. Ford said, the sheer number
Its decisions will affect the menu
of grants and ·lo(llls students have
of loans magnified the problem.
to choose from. And it could give
The Belmont Commissim1 found
unprecedented po·wer to . school - that the typical defaulter IS not a
accrediting agencies in an effort to
deadbeat who refuses to pay. Inweed out scliools that fail to deliver - stead, he or she "appears to be a
· quality educations- and to find studropout who is unable to pay. Dedents who will pay back their faulters tend to be first-year stuloans.
~ents, from low inc_ome and minorThe defaults are a sign that the 1ty backgrounds, with a small loan
balance who did not complete much
accreditation system "was not
prepared" to evaluate colleges, · more than the first year and are
said Omer Waddles, an aide to
unemployed."
House Education Committee
The study recommends that demember Chris Perkins of Ken'. faults should be reduced by provid;
tucky. Congress is now faced with ing grants for low-income families
either spending money itself to and loans for middle-income famievaluate schools, or giving private • li~s. Loans have "gone from a
accrediting agencies more power to nuddle-mcome cash flow to a mado the job.
jor vehicle for everyone to go to
Whatever Congress decides in the school," said Jean Frohlicher, ex'90s, the 1980s were clearly the ecutive director of a trade associdecade of higher education debt.
ation representing college loan
For the first 16 years of the pro-. providers.
gram from 1965 through 1981 deBut grants may tie too expensive
faults' totaled $1.7 billion, said Gary'· in an era of federal deficits. Some
Beanblossom chief of Education lobbyists have advocated punishing
Department•~ guaranteed siudent trade_schOQls for their high default

Q ther ...
K~~ltQCkY def ault rates
-· - · · · ·

_Student
loan default rates for l<entucky schools
area ·
·
·
"· · "'- · -. -::-~ ,, _- ·· :·----:-. ··· _
School

~~.. -

_

_:.·

: ,.

outside the Ashland

·oefault rate (pe~cent)

Owensboro Sdi9ol: of_ Hpif_ Desig,:i :
• •· ·;
48.6 -- ·
: EducaJionoJ -~ervk,es. C~r,_ter, Eag·ewood
none
West Kentucky State Voe Tech Paducah · ·
26.7
·
.
.
'
Kentucky ~tale ·Unive_rs1ty, Frankfort
. 25.8
. Central Kentucky-State. Voe-Tech School, Lexington 25.4
UK Community College, Maysville
23.2UK Community College Hopkinsville
22A
·
-·
' - -. .
Jefferson St~te Voe-Tech Sc~ool, Louisville
22
UK Community.College, Lexington
19.9
Jefferson Community College, Louisville
14.8
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond
9. 9
U .
.
f L • •11 L • ·11
a
4
nivers1ty o ou1sv1 ~• O~1sv1 e .
.
-Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green
7.6
Murray State University, Murray
6.6
Northern Kentucky University Highland Heights·
6.1
.
.
'
UK main campus, L~xington.
4.7
UK College of Dentistry, Lexington
2.1
University of Louisville Medical Health Science Center 1.2
University of Louisville School of Dentistry Louisville 1.2
K h I f
d"
·
'
2
U Sc oo o Me 1c1ne, Lexington
1.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education.

rates by taking them out of the · "We need proprietary schools,"
guaranteed student loan program.
he said. The federal loan program
If Chairman Ford has his way "is not just for nice middle class
as he is likely to - that won't boys" going to four-year colleges
happen.
"but for everybody."
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Average U.S~ teacher-salary
rises to $31~3J5, _survey says·
. .
'

Associated Press .

'

'' '

s:

.

.

.

'

·'

AJ.asl(a, $43,097

• ',, .,·. • •• l-1

, Conna.."OM $40,768

=~: : :~~ ., .

. BOSTON ;_:_ Average U. publiccf' . Oislrict
of Cofumola, S3S,85o
New VM, $38,925 ,
school· teacher salaries rose 5.7 per-.. ca1Kom1~ $37,625 ' ,
cent to $31,315 In 1989-90, according · ...
'.,,-i ..:\"
to a survey released yesterday. · · · · RhodO 1s1and. $36:057
~
, Average salaries are nearly dou- ': . New.Jersey, 135,678 •• , •
·
bl.e !.980 ley~ls of $16,!00,,and .!Ao~.;,;;. ~,:;i:~~~s:.4~s . ;:,,::.-,-~:;;-;;~
· than• trlple 1-the-•$9;705 .'teachers; ·~ Oeliiware. $33.3n• ~-. ;' ·;., ' •· · '''- "
earned on average in 1972, But after . Illinois, ~.917 600'
· adjusting for inflation, salaries have
·gone up a scant 568 a year since. MinnesoJa. $32,100
'1972.
Indiana. $30978
.
, accord"mg t o the survey.
. Vlrglnw
$30· 925
· "With the lousy . working condiOregon'. S30'.B42
tlons most teac!fers face - and the
eoto,ado, $30.758
7
lower.salary levels - it's no wonder
Nevada.
$3D.58
Oh<>,
$30,567
people are 'Choosing· other profes- Washing!on, $30,475
slons,"sald American Federation of
Ariz""!', $29,402
'Teachers Chief Albert Shanker.·
=",::/,;~~ks.s6s
, Alaska led the nation with avervannont, 128.849
.age teacher pay of $43,097; Sotilh
~%1~ ~;f,3 •
Dakota's were the lowest, averaging
North Carolina, $27,814
, $21,300, according to data released
~~,f7
:at this week's teachers' union con- ·Kans•~·~

=:~s'k~

•4f

tVentlon.

··• ·

,-

'. .

g

· Tennessee, $27,052

' · Kentucky ranked 38th with aver-

..age pay of $26,27 5; Indiana,
•
wlth

Maine, 12ua,

Iowa, 126,747 126,838
Kentucky, 126,275
~~~~· sfs~i'&,2 ·

Sou111 Carolina,

$30,978, ranked 17th,
Starting teachers' salaries averaged $20,476 in 1989-90, up 5.8 perNew Ma,ico, $25.302:
\. cent from the previous year
, , accord-, ~•· M!'f''-,
MlSSISSippl,$25.oa,
$24,385
_Ing to the survey. Alaska s average , Louisiana. $24.300 . •
starting pay topped the list at
o~,hom~ 123.~ , '
$29,763, while West .Virginia's was .
lowest at $15,778.
North Oakola, $23,016
- Average teacher salaries In all
we,1
v,rg;nl~ 122.842
Arl(ansas, $22,471
states were, In order:
Soulh Dakota, 121.300

~~-,~:/i'

.;. ·'·
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·uK gets gll'ant for toJJ:icology·stucllw
LEXINGTON, Ky.. - A federal agency has authorized a
$710,399 grant to establish training fellowships.In the.University of,
Kentucky's toxicology program.
:
The money from the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences "will enable us to make a long-term commitment to stu·dents .in toxicology," said Thomas Tobin, director of the Graduate
Center for Toxicology.
.
Toxicology Is the study of poison and poisoning.
.
The center Is studying such areas as the impact of alcohol on .
AIDS, extending the range of a new racehorse drug test and devel-,
oping a diagnostic test for Alzheimer's disease.
The five-year grant will provide UK with fellowships and research training for up to six pre-doctoral and three postdoctoral
fellowships. The money will also help to defray the cost of tuition,
research supplies and travel, Tobin said. ,,
Tobin said that after graduates complete the program, they will
become faculty members or enter Industry, sharing their expertise
in other ways.

0
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Finance secretary named
.governor's cabinet secretary·
Slaff, wire reports

FRANKFORT - L. Rogers Wells Jr., a Gla~gow bu~inessmah
who has been secre!3IY of the Finance Cabinet since the beginning of
Gov. Wallace Wilkmson's administration, adaed to his title 'yester-

day.

.

.

. Wells, who is W!lkinson's closest adviser in the admini~tration
will, assume the additional responsibilities of-secretary of the,entir~
cabmet.
·
•
Richai:cJ ":>mitty'' Taylor resigned as cabinet secretary to begin a
law practice m Frankfort.
·

---
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UK foundation paying
lobbying firm that now
employs Singletary
By MIKE BROWN
Staff Writer

WASHINGTON - An arm of the Univer•
sity of Kentucky Is paying $17,500 a month
to a Washington lobbying tirm. mainly to
help get federal money for a proposed sci·
ence and technology center on the Lexl.ngton campus.
The fJrm Js Cassidy & Associates Inc.• for
whom former UK President Otis Singletary
works part-time as a senior consultant The
University of Kentucky Research Foundatton hired cassldy In April 1987, two months
before Singletary lett the presidency.
In a telephone Interview yesterday trom
Lexington. Singletary said be works tor Cassldy & Associates only two days a month
and has had nothing to do With Its UK buslness since he became associated With the
firm tn the fall of 1987.
Singletary said be hired Cassidy to help
get federal money tor the center because he
beUeved that Without such assistance the
project wouldn't get tunded. Even with It, he
said, there was a ::isle. and for that reason
be stipulated that no state money be used to
pay the firm.
He said that at the time he had no Idea he
would later become ~lated with the
tlnn. It was onJy after he saw "they did a
pretty good Job for us" that he considered
joining it, he said.
UK reported its employment of Cas.sldy &
As.wclates under a new law that requires
colleges, cltles and companies to disclose

their use of lobbyists to help win federal
grants, loans or contracts.
The disclosure requirement was pushed
th.rough Congnm last year by Sen. Robert
· ByTd, ~W.Va.. after The Washington Post
reported that cassJdy & Associates was
earning large fees helping untversiUes get
congressional tundJng for projects.
Byrd. chaJrman of the Appropriations
Committee, was apparently especially unhappy that West Vl.rglnla University was
one of the firm's d.lents. "My constituents
••. don't need a go-between to get my atteotion." be said last year.
The new law, known as the Byrd amend•
ment, requires an entity getting federal
money to disclose how .much it Is paying
anyone to lnnuence a member of Congress
or executive-branch ottlclal tn connection
with the grant
The law took effect Dec. 23, and the first
reports were due May 31. Among this batch
was a UK report dated Jan. 29 and signed
by tntertm President Charles Wethington Jr.
It says the university paid or planned to
pay the Cassidy firm, Its "Washington pubUc-affairs representative," a total of
$175,000 tor various services, Including
work on a $4.5 million grant that Congress
directed the Economic Development Ad·
mtnJstration last year to award UK.
The grant Is the tlrst installment of what
UK hopes will eventually be $18.5 mllllon

-The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Tuesday, July 3, 1990

Dismissal of MSU profe or upheld
CINCINNATI (AP) - A federal appeals court has upheld the dismissal
of a Morehead State University professor.
.
.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor of umvers1ty
trustees Monday in a 2-1 decision.
.
.
Dennis Edinger, a professor of education who started wtth ~~ uruversity as an associate professor in January 1979, su~ to keep his. Job a~-er
the Morehead, Ky., university sent him a letter m June 1987 infornung
him that be would be terminated in July 1988.
. ,
Judges Nathaniel Jones and Anna Diggs Taylor upheld U.S. District
Judge Henry Wilhoit's March 1989 ruling that the ~versity's bo~d of
regents had not fonnally granted Edinge~ academic tem.1~e. Edinger
argued that the university's actions gav~ ~ reaso~ to !>elieve he had
been granted tenure protection, and that his hnng derued him due process
of law.
.
'th
In a minority dissent, Judge Gilbert Merritt sa.1.d he agreed Wl
Edinger. He noted that Edinger had received a promotion to full pro.fessor
after having completed the customary five-year pre-tenure probationary
period and that he subsequently received four one-year contract renewals,
including a 1 ~ contract marked "tenured."
Toe majority opinion noted that Edinger was granted a full professorship only because he won it in court after swng lo challenge Morehead
State's plan to terminate him after the 1982~ 1 ,, 1 '" \ car

from the federal government for the
Advanced Science & Technology
Commercialization Center, a proposed College of Engineering faclUty that would help transfer Innovations from the research stage to
buslnes.5 and Industry use. Additional money ls to come from state and
other sources.
The report says It is Impossible to
iaY how much of the $175,000 fee is
for work on the grant and bow
much for unrelated activities. But
UK spokesman Bernie Vonderheide
said that the center is the only federally funded project UK has ,mder
way and that It Is the main focus of
Cassldy's work for UK.
Vonderheide said ln a telephone
Interview yesterday that the
$!i5,000 represents a $17,500
monthly retainer that the firm ls being paid from January througll October, when the current contract expires. He said he didn't know whether the contract would be renewed.
He said that the firm was initially
hired In April 1987 at $15,000 a
month and that It was paid at that
rate until July of last year, when the
fee was increased to $17,500.
•- Vonderheide said Cassidy & Associates Is not being paid with state
tax money. He said the money ls
coming from the research foundation, an a.ffiliated corporation that Is
beaded by the university president
and receives research contracts and
grants.
In Congress the center's funding
was) pushed by Democratic Sen.
Wendell Ford with help In the
House from Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers, R-5tb District, a member of the
appropriations subcommittee that
oversees funding for the Commerce
Department, which Is the Economic
Development Administration's parent agency.
In 1988 the $4.5 million was put in
EDA's annuaJ appropriations bill,
but the agency balked at awarding
the grant, claiming the UK project
didn't meet requirements. The money was Inserted agaln last year,
howe\·er, and the agency was ordered t~ make the award, which It
did In March of this year.
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Price of college license plates cut
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentuckians who want to show off the
college prlcle on a license plate no longer have to pay as much
do lt.
The price for the cotorl'ul license plates with the seals of Ke
tucky's eight public universities will be $25 as of this month, hs
the former fee. There also ls a surcharge of $5, Which ls donate
to each school's scholars.hip fund.
The decrease on the plates, which are good tor rive year
comes with the compllmenjs of the 1990 General ~mbly.
"When the legislators passed the 1990-92 budget earlier th
year, they omitted the requirement for the $50 tee," said Jot
Trager of the state Transportation Cabinet. "I think we'll see
real Increase now rn the number of university plates sold."
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,uK·p~jd loqbying firm, $600:000 to help'g"et federal aid
I

•

'.staff, wire reports

..,,.,.._______________________

The University of Kentucky has The firm, Cassidy & Associates, was hired by UK
paid a Washington-based lobbying President Otis Singletary two months before he-retired in
firm $600,000 since April 1987 to
-help the school secure federal mon- June 1987. Singletary began work for Cassidy as a part. ey for· a·.science-and technology time senior consultant in fall 1987, ·
center proposed for its -1,exington --,-~,--,:'-:.,..--------------,.-,'-,,.....----campus. •,. .
,
.
.
.
_. - _ _ . .
. _
_,- _ The finn, Cassidy & Associates,
Univers_ity ~fficials said Cassidy. without such assistance: Because
.was hired by President Otis Single- _,_was not pa1d with state tax money. there was a risK eve1nvith the help,·.tary. two months before he retired in -.,
The firm was hired by . the he said, he stipulated that_ no state
June .198'(. Singletary began work University of Kentucky Research money be used tii pay"the firm." · -.,
for.Cassidy as a part-time senior Foundation, an affiliated corporaSingletary,- ·now· the school's·
: consultant.in:fall 1987.
tion headed by the school president president emeritus, said he never
'
-The.school recently reported its that receives research contracts and considered joining the firm until he
. employment of ·Cassidy. under a . grants.
'. saw "they did a pretty good job for,
:- new law that requires colleges,
· Singletary said he hired Cassidy us." · ;
'_. · .- .. · •
.
·','·,; cities and· companies to. disclose to help get federal money for the
Cassidy's current $175,000 con,. their use·of lobbyists tci help win - proposed center because he thought tract with UK began in January and
• fed~ral grants, loans and_ c,'lntra_cts. .,;_ the _project__"\YQ.Uld1_1't g~t. _financaj ~- run~ __ll!l_til _Q\iober, -~hO?J. spokes-;
·

-

• •

.

man

•

._

_$17 500.

•

~

. .

He did not• know whether the ·
contract will be renewed.
.
Congress passed the disclosure
requirement_ after reports circulated·
that Cassidy was earning large fees
for helping universities receive congressional funding for projects.
The law took effect Dec. 23, and
the first reports were due May 31.
Tlie repor:is_ included one from UK

_
_. _ t·~trt~~n:agej:~·~convic~~~~~m:·n:~c 'c1_eatli~:::~
7

I.· -

••.

represents a $17,500
monthly retainer during the 10month contract, he said. Vonderheide said that the firm
initially was hired in April 1987 at·
$15,000 a month and that it was
paid. at that rate until July 1989,
when · the fee. was increased to
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. · . · ·'C'_ -··
But Westerfield said the question of
P 1:>0HERTY : - ·, . • :=;,, .. ,. whettier Dzledzic should go to Morehead
1
· ~~ t~~ter ' \': ; · ···
··: .- ,, ~:.in:,:'":J~ belonged to probation and parole ortlclals.
:~.,•,:':·-'
. · ·"
·
·· : ·. ·;.l:_-,..J>zledzlc Plll!lded guilty last_November
sta
;· -~ A
te probation official aa d 8 Jeller k to second-degree, manslaugh-;i -. · · ··
, son circuit Judge say ~ey have 00 reason · . ter and drunken driving lo the .
. to block John Dzledzic s plan to enroll at
May 6, 1989, death. of his
• _Morehead State University next mo_nth on
friend,. and _passenger _Eric
_)l__football scllol!1fShlp.-~,~-- ,___:,:·:~:'-"f.:_f _From••,Durlng highly publl:
..•..,A prosecu_tor, olllcers_of the local Moth,
clzed ·court bearlnoa Wester,·ers·Agalnst Drunk Drlvlng chapter and
- ·
""'
'. . the parents ·or the Trinity High School sen:
field sentenced Dzledzic to six
th
, . lor who died In the automobile accident In: , months In e bome-Jncarcer·•. which Dzledzic was driving. have objected . . alloo progn11_11. On May 9 she
. f'to'··nz1edzlc's• plans·· 10 - leave·· Jefferson· ; 0rdere~.hlm _to serve 30 days
~--Cotirity to·att~nd Morehead·-: ,:•.,_ .:,;,-;;,,.,,;- ,-In -th e· Community _Jreatment
- :3_;:. "Th'e· ·•co'"'otend- that Judg'e Rebecca'"wes-" Cen(ei:.!~r.-vlolating...~ts- pr~ba;
- :-.·~Y - -~ ·
.
, · ., tlon. ;,~:;..{.,··,, ... \_.::~.t".~ •,: ••_;
; terfleld, who presided at·Dzledzlc_s trial__ r:.: Dzledzlc's probation ls being .
{-- last year, sboul_d b_ave block~d th e _change,, "Supervised by thirstate proba•.
. .
-from Jefferson•Couoty .to· "ti - -·-d,
..,...,.
· ·· ·
•.
f• · In Jurisdiction
.··•,~Rowan.
County'.~-They · a!So' object- lo the"' i- on an parole dl ...,oo, an agency of th«\
,, ..fact that Morehead graofe_d Dzledzic; 19,- 11, ( sta\e Corrections Cabinet The_, top proba,;
, ;..
!ball · b larshl _,,,_.. •-c,,, .'«:', ,, .... ,::., ,AJQn ottl_c_e_r lo Je~ferson County said su. r, 1OO
SC o ·
p. ,.. ,.,L~,-- "~-,~-- ._,..,., p pervlslon.ol' felons,'.even th~__ cor_1vlcl_ed.

-·

$175,000

'.,,'.:J~Officials" won~t_ blQcJ{" the'college·-pla~
!· ·•·. -, ··· ''"
:., By ~ARY

·-

Bernie Vonderheide said. The

of crimes as serious as Dzledzlc's, are rou:
1
I tinely shifted to other counties and states.

f' · "I

i:Ji

the.:

•

.•

.

.

-. .

dated Jan. 29 and signed by.interim

President Charles Wethington.
The report cited UK's current
contract with Cassidy, saying it
was for services, including work on
- a $4.5 million· g111!1t that Congress
directedtlii,Ecoiiomic Developniei,-t
Administration-last year-to award

-UK. ·
·
. The grant ·is' the first-- install•

meat of what UK hopes eventually
will be $IS.5 million from the-feder•
·
th Ad
ced
· trn;&T:~:~~gy
•
ization Center.· · ·-'
The proposed facility would
help transfer innovations from the
research stage to business and in. dustry _,!!se,~,, ..,·.· · ,.
because be bas vlolated his probatlon. "We're not trying to deprive

eomm":rai,_

f :~g~i1~~~f~t:!e.~E

t2~it~~f~i~~~:%~~~:;~

understand the concerns that have
been expressed, but my best Judgment
i says we should allow him this opportunl'. ty," James Hager said yesterday. "We
. have a dual role here: protecting_ the put>,
1,. , ,.. • ~fi"'---d---blr--M Dztetizf"'
'· - · '··· toe ::Oighe:
h~·llfe.'.'. ,.c0 0
4 A final d Isl 00 " 1 'hi'
'...
ec
auou, ~
case depeo<ls on wbelber;
Dzledzic completes th8 addl•.
tlonal lO0 hours of community,
service Westerfield 0rd e red as
a penalty for his probation·violation, Hager said,),--~~,;·,_.
-. Dzledzic was released from.'i·
the·. - Community Treatriienf
Ce ·1 .. J · 24· b ·-,, .. ;.-.;..,., d:!
n er une . • e .. e~,,....e ··
.at._ Morehead. during
flrstJ
week of August, said _bis a~i:--;;
oey Gilbert Null:•··"'"".'·'~:,,,.,
'·
-~~-I

.

0
:J!1:eu~1\~ti~1~;~Am!°:

is~;~~~~;!~~?:~~~~~

But MADD officials, the prosecutor and
. ,,From's --family ·questioned·. ·who·
1
would supervise Dzledzic when he.
·I1eaves Rowan County for football.
1games. They also don't like the fact
0

'the situation. "We think Morehead
!ought to take the scholarship away
from him," she said. ·
.
i Hammon dld not return· two
phone m~ges Jett at bis office

that the former Trinity High School
football standout Is being allowed to
resume bis athletic career. " .
. "Athletes· are looked on wi role
modets: •• (and)wejustdon'tthlnk
he's a suitable role model," said Mildred Hilton, vlce president ol Jetterson County's ,MAI>D: chapter. ·."We
don't approve of any school :a.. especlally a tax:Sripported school'~ glv'Ing anyone·"-""th 'a _•elony"rec'·o·rd a
n.1
,.,
scholarship." .. , ;!_; r. ··", _.. ,:s, -:;
,· AsslstaotP "je"fie~rff'''ccmuno;.'
,, lib' Att' · J · o· 1m·
··Id
,wea s
orney oe u ano sa
:lie thinks Dzledzlc's case Is unusual
[because of h!S_football prowess_ and

yesterday. But the university's
sports Information director, Randy
,Stacy, said the school knew about
Dzledzlc's felony conviction when II
,recruited him. ·-:·; .. ,:•· .''·
t.. "There are no regulations at
Morehead that would prevent anyone with a felony conviction to enter school here-::. or participate In
an extracurrtcul
ti lty" Sta
'·sa1·. d.
- . ar. ac y ' 1. cy
'- ·'-=,· · w:~\
1·/:<::::·-,•-···· · ·
I NCAA regulations do not address
,that Issue, and university officials
hist r1 II h · · t
o ca y ave ·se their own eUgtblllty,requlremeots, said the NCAA's
1cominunlca_(!ons_dlrector, Jim.Mar,chlooy.
__. , . ·o"',c,.» -· .,__ . ,, ..~-
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Bad loans

former students to make
their payments.
However, we suspect the
type of students the schools
attract and the area's economy aloo are factors in the
high default rate. By nature
ta.de schools a ttraet ~
lligher percentage of students who are only margin~ · ~ e d for training
aQ# ~Iii would be rated
credit dsks in mQy in•
stances.

Students, schools share the blame·
Education lobbyist Ed
Elmendorf is right: The high
default rate on guaranteed
student loans is a problem
that could become like another savings and loan crisis.
Congress must develop
more effective strategies for
collecting loan payments. In
doing so, it will be meeting
its obligations to students
who do make their loan
payments in timely fa$hion,
to future students who need
loans to -attend- college or
trade school and to taxpayers who- are getting stuck
with the bill.
Students and ~ l s mustshare the blame for the the
high default rate.

Deadbeat student.a

rr:•
~!£:

When a~pt\Da
loan?

y,_ouna.

ceutiD&_

lipticil .

mOA of tb&
fail' to

live •

~

student
ac-

~ obDftllt aecept

when they
,. liai of)liga~

collecting money from stit:
dent loans than in ,rovic:linc
students with qualit)r training. Such · sch-0ola.i agressively recruit students
with false promises of job
opportunities upen graduation. They recruit withJittl
concern about whether students can be succe11
are likely to make
payments.
Students soon discover file
training provided by tMae
schools is inadequate. Many
drop out, and those who do
graduate often find they
cannot find jobs. Many see
their failure to reP,ay their
loans as a mean· of punishing
the schools, often not realizing they also are hurting
themselves by earning poor
credit ratings.
·
- Many - but not .air-~pnvate trade schools are·little

f•

more than' "'8
tions1 The N

9E

.r ;

Economy a f actt>~
Thi~ region's tcGQGly
plays a role in the ~hjp deuu,It rate or some· seboc>Js.

VecationaJ scbooli aiil col-

leges m ~ region ~ttract
many ·students from poor
families. Many of the students fail to graduate, and
those dropquts al°e' the major
-reason for their high de(ault
· rates. Because of ltie limitecr
job opportunities in qr.any
eastern Kentucq. counties,
area schools alway$ will
have, a higher defauJt rate
than. schools in more prosperous. areas.
The federal g&vernm~t
· ~ould dramatically reduce1~ defaul~ rate by eliminating vocational schools from
the student loan J)l'OlraDl
but that would deny
people the job training they
~ to improve their lot in
life. Indeed, the challenge
facing the U.S. Department
Qf Education is to lower tbe
' default rate without denying
educational opportunities to
students who are serious
about their education and
who will live up to their loan
obligations.
That will not be an easy
task, but it is one the federal
government m us t a ccomplish if the student loan
progam is to avoid becoming
another finaadal burden for
taxpayers.
.

has a n ~
ell-.
rrunate thele idioola' · participation ia the student loan
program and to- prosecute
f ~ fo~,rt s~hfl. by.; the- owners of schools that
ganusbing their, w.ages-c tak- recruit, marginal students
with promises they know
ing their federal-income tax
they cannot fulfill.
refunds amt fiBnC lawsuits
However, not all schools
against them.
with
high default rates are
A few former students
fly-by-night operations.
may not be in a financial
Some, like the Ashland State ·
position to male their payVocational-Technical SellQol
ments, but mOlt are able to
(now called Kentucq · Tech
pay and, for whatever reaAshland
Campus)~ offer
son, s~mply dd not. There's
no need' for sympathy ··•fot quality training and place
the vast majority of graddeadbeats who benefitted
uates in well-paying jobs.
from Uncle Sam's generosity
Why do they have such a
but who now renege.on their
high
default rate? Certainly
part of the agreement.
schools with a default rate of
False promises
25 percent or higher are
Some schools also are to
awarding loans to some who
should not recieve them, and
blame for the high default
administrators need to take
rate.
.
There are . a number of a closer look at theiF lQall
private trade schooll
policies and place greaw
are far more
emphasis on encouraging.
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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PORTSMOUTH, -Ohio,-:- Sha,wriee State University's: Sclioql; of Allied!
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UK finalist list is likely by next month
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer

_

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Finalists for the
presidency of the University of Kentucky
are likely to be picked by no later than next
month. the search committee's chairman
said yesterday.
Foster Ockerman Sr. said it's even possi•
ble that three to five finalists could be chosen at a July 31 meeting. But he stres.5ed
that that was only hls objective. The final
decision on finalists to be invited to UK for
interviews will be made by the whole
search committee.
Ockerman. also chairman of UK's board
of trustees, said that 14 candidates are still
being considered for the job now held by
Interim President Charles Wethington Jr.
The committee narrowed its pool of candidates to 15 last month and directed a consulting firm assisting in the search to begin
interviews with those people. Slnce then,
Ockerman said, two candidates have with•

drawn their names and another has been
added.
All but two of the remaining 14 candidates have been interviewed by the consul•
tants, Ockerman added.
Ockerman's comments came after a 90minuce closed-<loor search committee meeting yesterday.
In announcing the July 31 meeting, Oct•
ennan said the objective then "will be to
continue our consultations with the consul•
tants and to further reduce the number of
candidates.H
As has been his custom, Ockerman declined to comment on any cand.ldates'
names, and for the first time he would not
comment on whether Wethington is still being considered.
The committee has bee.n given no new
names by Lamalle Associates, the consulting
firm hired to &$1st in the searcll, Ockerman
said.
But Lamalie representatives will be asked
to recommend which of the remaining 14

candidates should receive further consideration at the next meeting, Ockerman said.
Ockerman said he believed that the two
candidates who withdrew from the search
had landed other jobs.
No search committee members have In•
terviewed any candidates yet, Ockerman
said, but he added that they were not precluded from doing so. He also said that the
committee has not barred considering new
candidates.
"Anyone can present names to the committee that wants to," Ockerman said. "It
will be up to the committee to decide
whether they want to put them (in) the con•
sideration pool or not"
The search began last January with 91
applicants or nominees. Fourteen of the 91
declined to become candidates before the
panel reduced the number to 15 last month.
Ockerman has said he expects UK's trustees to name a president early this fall to
succeed David Roselle, who resigned to become University of Delaware president
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Firm fails to add candidates for
UK post
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader educauon writer

Consultants hired last month
failed to enlarge the pool of candidates for University of Kentucky
president.
After the UK search committee
held its fifth meeting yesterday,
chairman Foster Ockerman Sr. said
he hoped the committee would pare
the group of 14 candidates to three
to five individuals at its next meeting July 31.
Then the comminee probably
will decide in August which candidates to invite for interviews.
The company hired in June,
Lamalie Associates Inc., has interviewed all but two of the 14 candidates, Ockerman said.
But the company did not suggest additional candidates even
though generating new names was
one reason for hiring it.
"They consulted their files.
They made various phone calls and
they did not submit additional
names," Ockerman said yesterday.

The company - which is being
paid $14,000 plus expenses - will
interview candidates, investigate
their backgrounds and recommend
which candidates should advance in
the search.
Ockerman said that the company might add new names but that
he didn't anticipate it. onetheless,
the process remains open to new
entrants, he said.
The 10-member search committee must recommend a replacement
for David Roselle, who was named
president of the University of Delaware in December. The Board of
Trustees is responsible for making
the final decision, which probably
will happen in October.
The committee narrowed the
field last month from 77 to 15,
including UK interim President
Charles Wethington.
Since then, two candidates have
withdrawn to take other Jobs, Ockerman said. One was added by the
committee, leaving 14 contenders.
Wethington said he was not one
of the two who had withdrawn.
Apart from that, he declined to
comment on his chances.

In a depanure from earlier
meetings, Ockerman would not
comment yesterday on Wechington's status in the search.

''The committee has agreed we
are not going to discuss the names
of individuals in the pool until we
gee down to the point that we can
make public the finalists."
Responding to questions from
reporters. Ockerman said the group
of 14 included women.
The con ·ulting company is conducting initial interview because
there is no way the search committee could assure candidates confidentiality and meet with chem without breaking the state's open
meetings law, Ockerman said.
State law requires that the
search committee notify the media
of its meetings, which means candidates' identities probably would become known if they met with the
committee. Ockerman said that
would discourage people from pursuing the job.
" [f you can't maintain confidentiality of candidates. you don't have
anyone to consider." Ockerman
said.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Members urge· more specific. goals for higher education
q~lity

, l.EXINGTON (AP) - A stale
higher-education panel should
move beyond broad policy statements arid identify specific goals in
drafting a five-year plan for Kentucky's universities and colleges,
its members say.
, One member of the state Council
on IDgher Education said Monday
that the group should accomplish
more. than merely approving what

he called "platitudes" developed by
the council's staff.
"I'm concerned that we're taking
it too lightly," councH ~ember W.
Terry McBrayer said of a new
strategic plan for the highereducation system.
.,
.Goals endorsed by the council
Monday included calls for a bettereducated populace and a highereducation system that offers equal

opportunities, ·
and effectiveness. Another goal recommends
that higher education contribute to
the state's economic development.
"To propose everything is· to
propose nothing," said council
meinber David Denton of Paducah.
He said the goals should be Specific
and attainable.
Before adopting the new fivey~ar plan in November, the council

plans to meet in working sessions.
Council Chairman Joe Bill Campbell of Bowling Green said he expects the final plan to emphasize
quality, especially in science and
mathematics.
Campbell told university presidents the council also wants. to
know how each school's own five-.
year plan fits into the overall plan.
"We want to make sure that

we're all on the same wavelength," to a doctorate in art history at the
he said.
University of Louisville; master's
In other action Monday, the degrees in occupational therapy at
council approved five .new ac- Eastern Kentucky University and
ademic programs but held off on
allocating money to upgrade seve- physical therapy at the University
ral health-related programs. The of Kentucky; and associate degrees
delay came after a university in accounting technology at Somepresident contended his school rset Community College and induswasn't getting its fair share.
trial-electrical technology at HopThe programs approved will lead kinsville Community College.
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lJK gets $1 million
.from Keeneland for
e(}uine professorship
By RICHARD WUSON
staff Writer

' LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Keeneland Association has made a $1 million commitment to create a Keeneland prof~rshlp at the University
of Kentucky's Maxwell H. Gluck
;Equine Research Center.
• The first installment - a $200,000
check - was presented to Interim
UK President Charles Wethington
yesterday by Keeneland President
Wllllam C. Greely.
"Today's girt will strengthen the
(Gluck) center's ongoing efforts to
attract and retain top scientists who
are devoting their careers to research aimed at preserving and improving the equine species," Greely
sald at a morning news conference
at the Lexington race course.
Money for the $1 million gift
comes from profits generated by
Keeneland's racing meets and horse
sales. Greely said.
Wethington sald the new profes-

sorship will help the Gluck center
retain its "reputation for world-class
research into the diseases of the
horse."
"It ls through private gifts such as
these that the University of Kentucky ls able to continue working to
develop the research which leads to
a healthier horse Industry, which
leads to a healthier economy In
Kentucky," he added.
Wethington said UK ls likely to recruit a researcher from outside the
university, probably In the area of
microbiology, to fill the new posl
The J.year-0ld Gluck Center ls
named for the late Maxwell H.
Gluck, former owner of Elmendorf
Farm near LexJngton. Gluck and his
wife, Muriel, donated $3 million in
1983 to build the center, on Nlcholasvllle Road. Another $3 million, including $300,000 from Keeneland,
was raised privately by the thor-

Msu ARCHIVES

oughbred Industry, and the state
committed $3 milllon ln economicdevelopment bonds.
Since 1983, UK's Equine Research
Foundation has raised more than
$18 million In pledges and contributions from prominent horsemen and'
corporations.
The center already has three privately supported endowed chairs or
professorshlps.
· UK now has 34 endowed faculty
and research positions. sald Terry
Mobley, the school's director of development These positions are
funded by interest earned from the
girts.
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Reality 42, Dream Dome 0
F

STUDIES were concrete
blocks, advocates of a new
stadium for University of
Louisville football games and
other events would have enough by
now to erect a veritable Colosseum.
Unfortunately, a growing stack
of proposals isn't sufficient. The
community would also need $30
million for a bare-bones facility,
and up to $200 milJlon If we opt for
a top-of-the-line dome, grander
than the one in Indianapolis.
It private Individuals or foundations were ready to wrtte the nee. essary checks, as has happened
elsewhere, and If enough uses
could be found for a flrst-clas.s stadium to cover the overhead, then
· one might be a welcome addition
' to the local inventory of entertainment and meeting places.
But given the many competing
demands on llmlted resources, a
case Just can't be made for public
financing of a structure needed a
half-dozen times every autumn.

I

The latest recommendation, by
the Downtown Development Corp.,
calls for an open-air, 50,000-seat
stadium ln the $30 million to $60
million range, much less than the
estimate supplied by a consultant
last winter. A new stadium, better
suited for football. ls preferable,
the study group decided, to a $40milllon upgrading of Cardinal Stadium, which U of L ls outgrowing.
Neighboring cities have decided
that fancy domes enhance their Images and suit their citizens' entertainment tastes. Local fans might
also pack a bigger place - It the
Cards achieve big-time status.
But Jefferson Countlans have
chosen to move In other directions.
And a sports palace ls far down the
priority list in a state that has embarked on a bold school Improvement venture and has much to do
in higher education. Unless, of
course, yet another panel, to be
named by local officials, provides a
benefactor along with Its proposals.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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wo'if9""P'fansNGShake:~'Pof
KSU cabinet
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader educat•on ,,rte'

Kentucky State L'mversity's
new president said yesterday that
he would decide by the end of the
year how to reshuffle his cabinet.
John Wolfe, who took KSU's
helm July 1, said he had asked his
executive cabinet - including four
vice presidents and several other
top officials - to submit resignations effective Dec. 31. That is s ix
months earlier than their a ppoint·
ments ordinarily would have expired.
"I'm trying to be fair and give
each of those persons an opportunity to exhibit a level of performance
that would enable us to work as a
team and perform. And there are
signs it's there," Wolfe said. ''We
still have quite a few months left
before that's clearly determined."
Although it is common for new
presidents to choose their own top
aides, Wolfe said there was no
standard procedure for making
such transitions.

··Some presidents l'.ome m and
~ategorically terminate all the executive cabinet. · he said. "Others deal
with different positions at different
nmes."
W ) lfe said he planned to meet
w1th e;;.ch officiat, set goals and
evaluate their performances between now and December.
The KSU Board of Regents met
yesterday for the first time since
Wolfe, who was provost and academic vice president at Bowie State
University in Maryland, was named
KSU president in March.
The regents approved making
former interim president Mary L.
Smith a s pecial assistant to Wolfe.
She was vice president for academic
affairs and moved into the presidency when Raymond Burse stepped
down as president in 1989.

On Wolfe's recommendation,
the board also approved a twomonth appointment for Merrylyn
Moran-Smith as a special assistant
to the president. She had been
Smith's executive assistant. but
Wolie said he was exercising his
prerogative to choose his own executive assistant.
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School drops bid
for FM Iicense
Herald-Leader stall report

Kentucky State University
dropped out of competition for
an FM radio license yesterday,
clearing the way for Allan Communications Inc. to begin broadcasting at 103.7 on the FM band
in Frankfort.

If the Federal Communications Commission approves, the2,500-watt s tation could go on
the air by October, said Leigh
Allan, president of the company.
Allan agreed to pay KSU
$15,000 - largely to cover legal
and other expenses from applying in 1988 to operate a noncommeraal, educational station
on the commercial frequency.
The company also operates
WKED-AM in Frankfort.

The regents voted to granl a n
honorary doctorate of humane let•
ters to anti-apartheid leader \relson
.\.1andela of South Africa.

KSU president asks cabinet for post-dated
resignations
The North~entral Kentucky Bureau
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky State
University's new president, John Wolfe
Jr., has asked for post-dated resignations
from all cabinet-level administrators a t
the university.
Wolfe, who took over as president July
1, said at yesterday's board of regents
meeting that his request for resignations

Wolfe sald. " If not, then I will initiate a
search process to find an appropriate
person."
The cabinet-level jobs a re executive
vice president, which ls already vacant;
general counsel to the president, held by
Reginald Thomas; director of Institutiona l accreditation and effectiveness, MacArthur Darby; vice president for business
affairs, Carson Smith; vice president for
student affalrs, Betty Gibson; and Vice

president for
university
Charles Lambert.

relations,

Except for Lambert and Thomas, those
administrators a re serving in an acting
capacity.
Wolfe said that since he has been on
campus, he has been working 18-hour
days, getting acquainted with the university's operations a nd meeting with staff
and people from the community.

dated Dec. 31, 1990, was an attempt to be
fair. "I don't know If there Is any standard procedure in universities, but I do
know tha t some presidents come in and
categorically get rid of everyone," Wolfe
said. "But I have no information to say
they should go."
Wolfe said he'll tell each person what
he expects of them, and then wi ll evalu•
ate their performance until Dec. 31.
" As long as they can do the job and
contribute, the persons can remain,"

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Financial concerns fueling
college conference shuffle
By Ken Murray
The Baltimore Evening Sun

Some administrators look at the
state of college athletics - at the
deficit spending, the spiraling costs,
the rampant uncertainty - and see
chaos.
Jack Lengyel, athletic director at
Navy, looks at all of the above ~d
sees a glass that is half-filled with
opportunity.
·
"What better time than now?"
Lengyel asked. "When you · look
around at the possibility for chan~,
it's a great time, a great opportunity
to make effective and important
decisions about athletics.
"It will take great leadership,
But things are not as bad as (the
skeptics) paint it."
Change is just around the C?r•
ner for college athletics. As admmistrators across the country wrestle
with grim financial reports, the
search for solutions has brought us
to the dawning of the age of the
super conference, if you believe
recent speculatioIL By the year
2001 you could expect to see the
folfo~ng headlines in college football:
.
Penn State dumps Nebraska m
divisional playoff for Big Ten title
· Boston College outlasts South
Carolina to win ACC playoff
Notre Dame, Florida S~te a~vance to Division I champ10nship

The subject of all this discus·
sion is economics, particularly as it
relates to football. In an attempt to
become self-sufficient, athletic departments have had to find new
ways of coming up with revenu~.
The bottom line on college athletic
budgets has been written in red.
"It goes back to the perception
that intercollegiate programs are
fat, and that's not true,'' said Lew
Perkins, outgoing athletic director
of ~ University of Maryland,
"Michigan lost $2.5 million, Stanford had to cut back 30 track
scholarships, The cost of doing
business is getting out of hand."
The most recent College Football Association financjal survey
shows that the cost of running· a
major college program has gone up
· 34 percent the last four years, while
income is up only 21 percent
Jim Tarman, athletic director at
Penn State, played down the financial implications of the move to the
Big Ten, yet admitted that it was a
hedge against the future.
"I keep reading we did it for
money " Tarman said. "I'm not sure
we'll
further ahead financially.
Our feeling was, maybe it's best for
us in the decade ahead, and the
next century, to be part of a group

be
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By the year 2001, you CCl~d see
five "super conferences" composed
of 12 to 16 schools, with each
conference negotiating its own network TV contract. You could see a
national playoff that would retain,
to some degree, the bowl system.
You could see the National Collegiate Athletic Association a~ministering its rules and regulations to
schools in Divisions II and Ill only.
Call it the Big Bang. It already
has started.
The first cataclysmic blast was
heard last December, when Penn
State gave up independent status in
football to join the Big Ten Conference. The next was heard in Febru·
ary, when Notre Dame bolted from
the College Football Association's
five-year television package and
negotiated its own TV deal.
Since then, a chain reaction of
expansion events has swept across
the land. The Southeastern Conference has been wooing Florida State,
Miami and Arkansas as possible
new members. The once-formidable
Southwest Conference, with only
two major TV markets, quickly
huddled with the Big Eight Conference to talk about consolidation.
The Metro Conference wants to add
football to its other sports schedules. And the Atlantic Coast Conference, after voting not to expand,
had to rethink its stance as the SEC
tried to move into its territory.

that will get into revenue-sharing,
Who knows what the future holds?
This is a built-in assurance (of
solvency),"
The health - and wealth - of
the CFA is another part of the
equatioIL The Federal Trade Commission is investigating antitrust
claims against the CFA's network
TV contracts. If the CFA package is
ruled in violation of antitrust law,
five major conferences (ACC, SEC,
SWC, Big Eight, Western Athletic
Conference) could be without a
national TV deal,
·
The CFA is heading into the
fourth and final year of a $134
million contract with CBS and
ESPN. The new contract, with ABC
and ESPN, begins in 1991 and is
worth $300 millioIL
The CFA was formed in 1983
when 63 big-time programs decided
to break from the NCAA's TV
package, At that point, the Big Ten
and Pac.IO started negotiating their
own TV deal,
Of the rampant speculation
about super conferences, CFA Executive Director Chuck Neinas said,
"It's economically driven, I think
television has served as a smoke
screen for other economic issues. I
think there are some cases where
some institutions are trying to get a
change in their conference financial
structure. Some are concerned
about carrying a heavier financial
burden and not being compensated,
that some lesser institutions are
taking more from the conference."

Neigh-saying
HE NEWS of the latest $1 grams produce rich alums. And,
million gift to the Univer- there is a lot of medical research
sity of Kentucky, further money around to be grabbed.
enriching the program at
It shouldn't be difficult to get
its Equine Research Center, Is both more money for chairs In mining
gratifying and frustrating.
engineering. Just tap the coal operIt would be entirely Inappropri- ators who have despoiled the Kenate to, shall we say, look a gift tucky landscape and who are lookhorse In the mouth. In this case, a ing for absolution.
But It's mercilessly difficult to
high-powered specialist In microbiology may be added to the univer- find anyone who will do something
sity community, as a result of the decisive to shore up the real founKeeneland Association's generous dation of the university,
Kentucky seems to be the kind
grant. So this new endowed chair Is
of state where the notion of a milmost welcome.
At the same time, we have to lion-dollar endowed chair In
keep asking, where Is the mi111on- American literature Is considered
dollar endowment for a chair In funny. More's the pity.
Maybe Rick Pitlno will help. He
English or history or philosophy or
the other core Arts and Sciences could convince the Athletic Department to raffle off a big block of
departments?
Apparently the only way we can really good Rupp Arena seats to fiplace, say, the political science de- nance an Italian Studies Institute,
partment In the proximity of the with endowed chairs in Classics,
really big money Is to create a Southern European History, Rechair In equine proctology.
naissance Art, Baroque Music,
Given the nature of Kentucky Modem Design, and other topics
politics, this wouldn't be unreason- dear to his heritage.
But seriously, when is somebody
able. There would be much to
going to help UK develop as much
study.
It's relatively easy to find money interest in the cultural traditions of
to enrich the medical programs at humankind as it has in diseases of
a major university. Those pro- the horse?

T
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Clemson University to offer,':.
·master's degree in business ,,
to students in Soviet Union·
CLEMSON, S.C. (AP) - Students
in the Soviet Union will be able to
get a diploma that epitomizes capitalism - the master of business
administration degree - under a
program Clemson University is setting up in Moscow, officials said
Saturday.
Officials from Clemson and the
_Soviet education ministry plan to
sign an agreement Sunday calling
for the school to develop am M.B.A:
program in Moscow.
"With the rapid changes both in
the .Soviet Union and Europe, they
feel they need M.B.A.'s who widerstand U.S.-style management," said
Ryan Amacher, dean of Clemso!l'S
College of Commerce and Industry:
"We're excited to be the initial
degree-making institution," he said
Saturday. "In 10 years we'd like to
have 500 Clemson M.B.A.'s in the
Soviet Union."
The program could begin as early
as next year, he said.
The agreement ea11s for a new
group ealled the Consortium of Universities for International Business
Studies, to develop, finance and operate the Institute for International
Business Studies-Soviet Union.
Clemson heads the group of universities.
The consortium will provide faculty for an M.B.A. program and also
offer non-degree managerial training through the institute in the
Soviet Union.
In · addition, the consortium will
encourage trade between the United

States and the Soviet Union and
facilitate cultural and academic exchanges between the two countries.
"This is just the opening of a door
which could eventually lead' to a
number of educational and research
partnerships with the Soviets,"
Amacher said.
An international business group,
ealled Investment Services, will fwtd
the program with money· derived
from business ventures within the
Soviet Union.
Amacher said the Paris-based
business group includes several• international .corporations. The group
wants Ull.-trained Soviet · business .
leaders· who. can help with the ex•
pansion of trade between· the· Soviet
Union and o_ther countries, Amacher
said.
·
Plans ea11 for the M.B.A. program
to begin no later than 1992 with some
prerequisite courses offered , in the
fall of 1991. Professors woilld be
selected by .the consortium and
would spend at least one"semester in.
Moscow.

Clemson would benefit by having
some of its professors and students
travel to Moscow for classes, Amacher said. However, American
students would make up no more
than 20 percent of the total enrollment, he said.
The degree requirements will be
identical to those of the M.B.A. program in.Clemson and all classes will
be taught in English, he said.
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Ed~Cati Oll not the ·only iieed:i
Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro: Nobody new revenue, 60 percent of the, tax ihdisputes that the Kentucky General As- crease·goes toward education ...
sembly's $1.3 billion tax increase for the
Was a $1.3 billion tax increase necessary
biennium already is beginning to be felt to provide $1.2 billion in new money for
across the state. What is being disputed is · educl)lion?
the percentage of the tax increase ear- . Obviously not. The $1.2 billion could have
marked for education.
been raised with a tax increase half as
... We would argue the figure lies soml!' large.]
.
.
where ... around 60 percent.
But all along, most Kentuckians realized.
Counting the tax increase, the lottery the state needed large sums of new money
and increased revenues from growth in the for a lot more than education ...
economy, state 'government will have al. T~ meet those needs and provide educamost $2 billion in new money over the tion: reform, legislators and the governor
biennium. Of that, $1.2 billion, or 60 per- bit the bullet and passed a large tax incent, goes for new spending in education.
crease. During the coming biennium, KenThus if new spending for education is tuckians will decide whether they got their
apportioned equally among all sources of money's worth.
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3ush puts 1991 defi it at $169 billion
fhreat of painful cuts in programs looms
R.A Zaldivar
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UK professor
wins lucrative
academic grant
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Guy Davenport, a University of
Kentucky professor of English, bas been named a recipi•
enl of one of tbe nation's most coveted academic hon~rs
- a $365,000 fellowship from the John D. and cathenne
T. MacArthur Foundation.
.
..
Davenport, a UK professor since 1963, said be was totally speechless" when he was mformed last week that he
had won the five-year, 11~1nng.s-attacbed stipend.
The former Rhodes Scllolar said be did not know yet
what he would do with the money, or bow it might change
hts life. But at a news conference yesterday be joked that
It has already had a corrupting lnnuence.
"l bought six boltlc~ 11! P,•rner at Kroger's on Saturday,
and I've never been kn, wr1 to buy six bottles of anything.
I was feeling n ch," ht said.
Davenport, 62, i.s or,t' of lhe most prolific scholars at
UK - and in American b1gher education. He Is the author of some 30 b,l,
~ wt'll as about 300 essays, reviews and articl es. lk hill> been a Pulitzer Prize juror,

fields, received stipends ranging
from $150,000 to $375,000 over five
contributing editor for Tbe National years, with the largest grants going
Review from 1961-73 and state sec- to the oldest recipients. They also
retary for the Rhodes Scholar selec- receive health insurance, and they
tion committee.
are free to use the awards as they
Davenport, who paints as a hobby, choose.
said be assumed be won the felJowApplications are not taken for the
sbip for the accumulation of bis fellowships. Potential fellows are
work. His seventh book of short sto- recommended by more than 100
nes Is due for publication In Sep- designated nominators in a variety
tember, and next year the Museum of professions across the country.
of Modern Art ls due to publish anYesterday's deslgnees raise the toother book, about art In the 1940s. tal to 319 fellows named since the
And a book on the art of still life program began In 1981.
which be jokingly calls the "world's
"The creative person is at the
most pressing subject" - ls also due heart of a society's capacity to imout next year.
prove the human condition," said
A release from the MacArthur Adele Simmons, the foundation's
Foundation noted that Davenport president. "By supporting these fel"writes short fiction and essays on a lows, highly talented Individuals
vast number of topics, linking working in a wide range of fields,
American civilization with the great the foundation means to honor cretraditions of classical and European ative persons everywhere."
culture."
Among yesterday's recipients
He ls the author of The Geogra- were Paul Ehrlich, Bing Professor
phy of the Imagination, a book of of population studies at Stanford
essays, stories and art criticism, University, and writer Susan Sontag.
which was published in 1981.
Others include a juggler and a free" All of my work is fairly aca- lance bird illustrator.
demic, arcane. I'm not popular. I
While acknowledging that he does
must be the least popular writer In not know how the award will affect
the United States." be said.
him, Davenport said he will probDavenport was among 36 new ably start dealing with bis happy diMacArthur Fellows announced yes- lemma by talking with Robert Heterday. The honorees, from various menway, chancellor or UK's Lexingacademic disciplines and creative ton campus.

"As tar as I know now, I may simply go on reduced (teaching) load,"
Davenport said.
"What I do ls write, and one does
that here In Lexington at one's table. I don't belong to the school that
you need to go to VenJce or Paris to
write. I want to gawk when I go
there and not take work with me."
But be also acknowledged that he
does have some projects in mind, Including spending more time paint•
Ing.
As an undergraduate at Duke Uni•
versity, he said, he started In art before graduating with a degree in
English. "But I've kept painting," he
said. "I think it would be fun to stay
at home and put color on canvas.
There's nothing more pleasant "
But writing and teaching have
been his forte for nearly 40 years.
"In a sense I would like to think
that writing and publlshJng are simply an extension of the classroom,"
be said.
Davenport said he did not begin
writing fiction until he was 40.
"That's my business, teaching students how to read fiction. I suppose
U you work in the distillery long
enough, you get a taste tor the
drink."
Hemenway, chancellor of UK's
Lexington campus, called Davenport
"an incredibly valuable faculty
member at this Institution for a long

time. I can't think of anyone more
deserving.
"Guy Davenport represents exactly what a research university Is au
about. He's a great teacher and he's
a great writer and he's a great
stimulus to colleagues and students," added Hemenway, a former
UK English Department chairman
and a colleague of Davenport.
Davenport has received numerous
UK awards, Including Distinguished
Professor in the College or Arts and
Sciences in 1977-78 and University
Research Professor In 1977.
A South carolina native, he received a master's degree in English
from the UnJverslty of Oxford and a
doctoral degree, also In English,
from Harvard University.
He bas also taught at Washington
University In SL Louis and Haverford College In Haverford, Penn.
The foundation is the legacy of
John · D. MacArthur, founder of
Bankers Life and Casualty Co. and a
Chicago philanthropist who died In
1978, and his wife, catherlne, who
died In 1981.
The bulk of the couple's fortune
went to the foundation, which bas
awarded more than $800 million in
grants since 1978.
Information for this story was also
gathered by apec::lal writer Susan
Straub.
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More thariCOal allcf horses· HeadlinT
~E
:;~,t~~~~:e
F THEfii ~ereany"need iir ~•tion's m'°ost dlsllilgui;h~d m"';i~ p~

An average newspaper reader I believe, would not be insulted or offe~ded by
the headline, "UK hires black to lead
College of Education."

1

I

proof that the University of
Kentucky can achieve national distinction in the core disciplines of a liberal education, Guy
Davenport has provided it. In winn iog a $365,000 Ma cArthur Fouoda· tion fellowship, he mome ntarily
.has put UK in the same spotlight
with lea ding figures from the world
of arts, sciences and letters.
It will not be surprising to any·one that an Indiana University profes.5or of music also won one of this
year's grants. IU long ago proved
;tiat, deep in the heartland, one
. can create a home tor those whose
: expertise is in the most elevated
·,aspects of human culture.
It would have been easy to make
~IU a national center of excellence
1
fn limestone excavation engineer) ng, or high performance auto mechanics. But install one of the na-

grams in a place like Bloomington?
Except they did just tha l
And folks like Prof. John Eaton
- w!lo among other th ings composed an ope ra called "The Cry of
Clytaemnestra," whic h isn't exactly
r esonant of Middle America have chose n to live and work at the
Bloomington campus, where they
enrich the lives and raise the aspirations of Hoosier students.
Prof. Davenport has been doing
the same in Lexington, which he
has found a perfectly respectable
place in which to go about h is work
of linking American civilization
with the classical tradition.
All that's needed tor more of this
sort of thing is the Will to find the
nascent Guy Davenports out there
somewhere, the vision to believe
they111 come to Lexington, and the
money to finance the trip.

I base th.is on the real pos.<ibility that
the reader has read previously in the
Herald-Leaoer both editorials and news
items that stress that the number of black
members of the UK faculty_ 11 dispropor•
tionately low. In each instance, the word
"black" was used freely.
From a journalistic standpoint, black
fits more neatly in headline writing than
African-American, where the writer at•
tempts to get the most meaning in the
smallest amount of space. I agree, however,
that this fact has not discouraged writers
from using "Appalachian" in referring to
authors, political personalities, lawbreakers
and the poverty stricken.
The credentials of the man UK hired
were impressive and spoke for him. It
matters not whether he was an American
Indian, an Oriental, Hispanic, Appalachian
or black.
To paraphrase Shakespeare, methinks
some people complain too much and too
often.

MARY C. Mn.LS
Lexington
I LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY.. WEDNESDAY. JULY 18, 1990
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Popular vocational programs expanded

FRANKFORT - The Kentucky Board for Adult and Technical
Education yesterday approved expanded services for seven vocational education programs around the state.
T he 1990 General Assembly allocated $300,000 for the 1990-91
school year for '-'double-shifting" vocational programs with exceptionally high demand.
1
The training programs expanded by the board's action were: a
respi~tory ca.re t~hnician pr o ~ a t Rowan State Vocational/
T~ mcal School; licensed practJcal nurse training programs at
El12a~thtown S~te Vocational/Technical School, Somerset State
".7ocational/Techmcal School, the Danville School of Health Occupations and Jefferson State Vocational/ Technical School· a machine
s hop pr~
~t Madisonvi!Je State Vocational/Tech~ical School;
and a rad1olog,c technology program a t Bowling Green State
1 Vocational/Technical School
1

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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UK to get
computer
l)P.Qraded
by IBM
.

,

By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader education writer

IBM is helping strengthen high technology
at the Univer..ity of Kentucky - at the same
time the company might be ready to shed its
plant in Lexington.
On Monday, officials from UK and IBM
wil1 announce a gift from the company to the
school, described by a UK spokesman as one of
the largest in UK's history.
IBM's gift of equipment and services will
help UK upgrade its supercomputer, an IBM
3090-300.
The supercomputer pushed UK into the
forefront of computing technology when the
computer was installed at McVey Hall almost
three years ago, UK officials said.
e'fhe computer, which solves complex problems, has helped UK attract stronger appli-,._
cants for teaching jobs, said Leonard Peters, ··1•
UK's acting vice president for research and
graduate studies.
' But UK researchers have exhausted almost
all of ·the superoomputer's memory. UK officials began planning to upgrade the machine
a~ut a year ago, Peters said.
~· ' UK board of trustees chairman Foster
Ockerman Sr. said the value of IBM's gift
amounted to a "sizable sum."
Ockerman referred questions about the
specifics of the gift to UK public relations
director Bernie Vonderheide, who said UK
would wait until Monday to officially confirm
the gift or release any details. UK interim
President Charles Wethington was out of town
and could not be reached last night. An IBM
spokesman in New York said UK would have
to make any announcements.
Vonderheide said the gift would be one of
the largest in the school's history. Although it
is difficult to identify the largest single gift, an
anonymous $5 million donation a few years
ago is near the top, Vonderheide said.
UK recently budgeted $1.2 million to expand the supercomputer, which had a price tag
of $5.6 million when the legislature authorized
its purchase in 1987.
UK and IBM are Fayette County's largest
employers. Wall Street sources were quoted
yesterday as saying that IBM plans to put its
Lexington plant up for sale.
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10°/o of
would-be
teachers
fail test
State requires exam
to receive certification
Associated Press

FRANKFORT - About 10 percent of Kentucky's prospective
teachers failed to score high enough
on a state-required test to receive
certification, according to a state
Department of Education report.
The number of people failing to
make the grade rose by 4 percent in
1989, the latest year in which figures were available, the report said.
But Kentucky's would-be teachers are scoring higher than the
national average, says Akeel Zaheer, director of the Division of
Teacher Education and Certification in the Department of Education.
The report, which was prepared
for Kentucky's colleges and universities, showed that 90 percent of
Kentucky's test takers are scoring
high enough on the National Teacher Exam to receive certification.
The report provided some good
news for the state, said Elizabeth
Nelli, assistant director of the Division of Teacher Education and Certification.
"One of the concerns five years
ago when the committee decided to
select the NTE, one of its pluses
was to be able to see how Kentucky
students stacked up nationally," she
said. "But on the reverse side, what
if they don't stack up well nationally? Well, we found that they do."
The exam has been required in
Kentucky since 198.5. It tests communication skills, general knowledge, professional knowledge and
any of 21 specialty fields that the
test taker plans to teach.
Required test scores were raised
effective Jan. 1, 1989, which explains why a higher percentage of
would-be teachers failed to meet the
standard that year, Zaheer said.
The report said the percentage
of test takers who fell below the
state standard in communications
skills rose from 5.2 percent to 8.1
percent; in general knowledge from
2.5 percent to 8.1 percent and in
professional knowledge from 4.5

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

percent to 5.5 percent.
Fifty percent of the would-be
teachers who took a French specialty test didn't score high enough to
be certified. The report said 39.1
percent of the people who took the
Spanish speciality test fell below
the standard, as did 17.6 percent of
those taking a chemistry-physicsgeneral science exam, and 14.3 percent who took the English language
and literature speciality.
Nelli said Kentucky fell below
the rest of the nation not only in
foreign languages but in art education and library media.
One reason the foreign-language
test scores are low may be that
colleges and universities deal primarily with teaching the mechanics
of the language, Zaheer sajd. That
could be a problem because the test
asks questions about effective
means of teaching foreign language.
Letters are being sent to the
state's colleges and universities asking for explanations for the low
scores, Nelli said. She said a plan
would then be drafted to try to
improve the perfonnances.
Students prepared at Kentucky
colleges and universities are doing
slightly better than those who attend out-of-state colleges, the report
said.
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~\/ulfLires b·egin ·their ·cfrcling'
. over-education reform law
.
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iThe education reform act is only
·a week old, but already special
interest groups are preparing to
treat it like road kill. They want to
pick it apart.
·
·
First on the scene was the Kentucky Education Association, the
state's largest teacher's .union and
the last group that should be complaining. For the most part, teachers
came · out winners in Kentucky's
. education reform movement. The
,new law gives them a teaching
standards board conttolled by
teachers and greater control of local
·schools. Many teachers will get
·substantial raises,·
. . But the new· law also gives
teachers something they didn't
:want .a ban on political activity in
local school board races.
The KEA says the ban violates
teachers' constitutional rights of
freedom of speech and assembly. So
this week, the KEA, in the name of
· three teachers, filed the first challenge to the law. ,
The lawsuit is a waste of energy
and an obstructionist tactic by a
group that could be, and should be,
cooperating in making the new
law's implementation smoother. Instead, the KEA will waste time
arguing that the state legislature
can't restrict teachers' political activity.
It's a suspect ¥gument. If such

I

'
restrictions are unconstitutional,
how can the state limit, as it does,
political activit:, of merit system
employees? Or how can the Hatch
Act, in effect since 1939, impose
similar limits on federal employees?
Legislators were wise to include
the ban in the new law. It protects
teachers froin favoritism, harassment and intimidation. Such practices no longer can be tolerated. in
Kentucky schools.
·
But don't look for the KEA to be
the last special interest group to
pick away at the reform law to
restore vestiges of the old way. The
Kentucky Association of School Administrators is corisidering a suit
over a provision that allows school
principals to be demoted without a
hearing. School board members
may sue over the anti-nepotism
, provisions that limit their patronage
powers. Even John Brock, the state
superintendent of public instruction,
has hinted that he might file suit
over the pending elimihation of
most of his duties.
· With all the talk of litigation, it's
easy to forget what the education
reform law is about: providing Ken-'
tucky students with the best education in the country. Educators who, next to schoolchildren, stand
to benefit most'from the new law would be wise to remember the goal
is education reform, not a continuation of education politics as usual.
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big benefits packages
to lure 'star professors'
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, JULY 21 , 1990

By Tamara Henry

'So far, these very

Associated Press

UK board member reappointed

WASHINGTON - Colleges are attractive recruiting
'
FRANK.FORT, Ky. - Daniel C. Ulmer of Louisville W85 rea~
recruiting top-notch professors iri
pointed
to the University of Kentucky board of trustees by Gov.
much the same way professional packages are pretty much
Wallace Wilkinson yesterday.
Ulmer's term Is to expire June 30, 1994., according to the execu•
sports teams lure star athletes, the for star faculty, really highly
ttve order.
American Council on Education qualified faculty who are
--· . - - said yesterday:
going to help make the
Although little can compare
with the salary and compensation reputation of the
offered to athletes. "star professors" department. '
are being coaxed away from com~
- Elaine EI-Khawas
· American Council on Education
fortable positions with promises of
higher pay, better research opportunities, help with housing costs, qualified faculty who are going to
reduced teaching loads and even help make the reputation of the
jobs for spouses.
department," said Elaine ElSuch offers
unheard of Khawas, the council's vice president
only a few years ago, but ·the for policy analysis and research
council's annual Ystate of the cam- who wrote UCampus Trends, 1990."
pus" report found that a shortage of
- Colleges and universities "will
qualified faculty members, expected . have to make more competitive
to begin in 1995, had begun al- offers
it gets more difficult to
ready.
hire the people they want," she said
"So far. these very attractive
The Association of American
recruiting packages are pretty Universities said in a recent report
much for star facttlty, 'tea1'iy highly ' thaf the nation w a s ~ to 'T ~ A common strategy ·is· to offer
have ~ annual shortage o~ 7,flXJ new faculty members unusually
doctorate ~ty members_ m ~e high salaries that El-Khawas said
natural sciences and engmeenng could average $40 000 in high-0eearly in the next cen~. Shortages mand fields. Alth~ugh the.y differ
?~ doctorate ?egr~ m the. human- with the institutions, salaries for
1ties an~ ~ soen0:5 !111_ocrur new faculty members usually are in
soon~, 1t said
.
. • the mid-$30,000 range.
,.
._4---High-0eman~ academic . field~
.."A .real faculty star" who is
include ma.th. SC?ence, coi:11puter so- expert in laboratory sciences could
ence, engmeenng, 1:>usmess and negotiate for state-of-the-art labs
health, El-Khawas said. · · r
.
with two or three assistants a
The council's survey of seruor certain amount of travel and pu'bliadministrators found that nearly all cation money - "a very large
were concerned about the effects of package of benefits," EI-Khawas
shortages on at least a few depart· 1 said.
ments or disciplines: while more I
Negotiati~ns for ".a star humanthan half w_er_e "".0 ~ed about the r ities person" could include sabbatieffect on their mstitutions generally. cals after only two ears T diti'
. .
h rta
h
Y
. ra onE~stmg
s o ges ave wors- ally, sabbaticals are granted after
en~ m the past year. The ~~ey ll!ore than six years.
~d 63 percent of the 3:64 mSt:1~EI-Khawas conceded that such
non~ reported gr~ter difficulty · m actions soon could lead to tuition
ge~i:ig top apphcants to acce~t increases or other increased
ts
positions, and 65 percent reported 1t
.
cos ·
was taking. longer t? find qualified
To avoid the problem, Donna
people for Job operungs.
WaseJ1:1s of the University of PermLast year: fialf the institutions sylvama said the school decided
had similar responses. .
last Y~ _to seek donations to pay
. Sixty-five percent of all institu- for . ~dd1t:1onal prestigious .facility
tions said they had taken steps positions. ,
. ~ .• _..;
recently..to improve fringe benefits
for faculty members, while 79 percent reported efforts to increase the
attractiven~ of available jobs to
~ t facqlty m~bers._ ..._ .._-.J
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Pikeville College to receive grant

J.

PIKEVILLE _ Pikeville College has been named one of five college~
he United States to receive grants of $250,000 from the Teagle Foundation
1
.if New York.
·
·
· ·:
th find in a
The grants which are payable over five years, are e
.
iro am initlated by the Founda~on in 1989 to support__~,-colleges_.
•e~g significant nwnbers of low-income students.
.. ,.;,,;:.::--~-- ·. "-'·
' The Pikeville College grant will be used to fund a new resource center .\
n physical science and math for co_!l;Ilty teachers and students. The gr~t ,.
.vilJ cover half the cost of the program, and th~ college must 1'31Se
matching funds by the end of the five-year grant pe1:od,
The centers services will include workshops? .,;pec1al_ lectur~ for C?unty
teachers and students, summer institutes, sc1en~e fairs, a s~1ence in!ormation hot-line workshops on equipment purchasmg and repai:, tefhni~al
advice for· tea~hers and a physical science and 1?3thematics eac er ,
training program to prepare new teachers for these fields.
Other colleges to receive grants under the new Small College Gr3?ts
Program are Clarke College in Dubuque, Iowa, College of St. SchoJasti:ca
in Duluth, Minn., Northland College iJ?: Ashland, Wisc., and XaVJer i
University in New Orleans.
.,;, ~:.< .
____. ·.. ,

[Sli;~~~'··~;~~.cts
•

largest fall ~l~sS
.

---,-•

By ROGER ALFORD
Independent News Writer

PORTSMOUTH, Ohio - High
school students from Boyd,
Greenup, and Lewis counties are
taking advantage of one of the nation's newest four-year colleges and
helping enrollment skyrocket.
Shawnee Stat.e University officials are reporting a 36 percent
· increase in applications for admission.
.
._ •. ,:·. .......
"We're expecting our largest fall
enrollment ever," said Rosemary
Poston, director of admission for
the Portsmouth college, which until
this spring had never granted any!iJing higher than associate desity. ...... · -- ... · · .. - - -..
·,
Ohi.o students pay a total of $565
a quarter to attend the school.
Students from the four Kentucky
counties pay an additional $160,
·while other out-of-state students
pay an additional $268 a quarter.
New buildings are sprouting up
around the campus to meet the
demand of higher enrollments. ··
A $7.5 million library is 40 percent completed, Wesoloski said. He
said a $6.8 million engineering
technologies building is now being
designed and is expected to open by
Dec. 1, 1991. . .
·
Construction. is expected to start
on a $4.5 million student center in
·september .
'iie .finished September of next year, and a $100,000
renovation-is to be-completed·next ·
month on an arts building.
On the drawing board, with
money appropriated, is a $6. 7 mil- :
lion fine and performing arts center- that is supposed to be completed by September of 1992, 1111d a
$1.8 million indoor physical educa- ·
tion addition that is to be com.pleted at the same · time. The
physical education addition will
connect the sports and activity
·center."'./,-,:-~ r~~-~--fi:,~·~r;;!~ i·
.. However, the campus remains
dormless. Wesoloski said .. _d_o~~

and

.

grees.

Besides the increase in new applicants, Poston said enrollment
will be pushed upward because
many students will be entering the
junior and senior level courses in
the new bachelor's degree programs. '
. ' . ... - -·· ' .
Tom Wesoloski, director of public
relations at Shawnee, said enrollment had grown to 2,972 last year.
Alrell~Y. t))is y~ar, 736 new llppl,ica-:.,.
tions are in for the fall semester,
)le said. /
Wesoloski said officials at the
university are realistic and, therefore, don't expect everyone who
has applied to enroll. However, he

said, they are predicting an 8 percent enrollment increase.
"If we grow the way we want to,
we expect to be around 9,000 fulland part-time students in 10
years," Wesoloski said. "I don't
think anybody expects us to be an
Ohio State with 40,000 students, and
we don't necessarily want to be
that, either." · ·
.
Shawnee State offers a tuition
rate cheaper than out-of-state tuition for students in )loyd, Greenup,
Lewis and Mason counties. So far,
more than 60 students are crossing
the river to attend the school,
rather than Ashland Community
College or Morehead State Univer-

mitories are being discussed, with
expectations of the first one open. ing on campus in May of 1992.
.
r, Meanwhile, Shawnee's degree
program is growing just as rapidly.
The Ohio Board of Regents is
expected to consider adding bachelor's degrees in legal assisting and
health administration soon. Already, the school offers four-year
degrees in English, social science,
natural science, business administration, plastfcs engineering technology, electrical and computer
engineering technology, ~and e)ementary education.
It also offers 17 associate degrees, Wesoloski said.
This spring, in a highly celebrated ceremony attended by a
horde of dignitaries, Shawnee State
awarded its first bachelor's degrees. Vern Riffe, speaker of the
. Ohio House of Representatives, a
Portsmouth-area native credited
with pushing through legislation
establishing Shawnee as a fouryear institution, was the keynote
speaker.
·
·
--•

..........
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appear on a segment of the TV talk
'show "Geraldo." Olster said tlie
{~_ent about the _National .E;n;',
~qm,rer ~ scheduled to .run
Wednesday (4 p.m: on Channel 36
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:.. '· Olster,_ though, _is not. about to ·
go on the celebrity circuit....:... even if
he is featllred with White and

··1

Beatty:

Students ·_study ;National ··Enquire_r ..
to::.___:_become
more critical
·readers
. . . . ·:. __ . __...:....• ;__:.;..:..\
,-- . ~-.:·. ::.:-.1.~; -· .
,.."':'~- ..- ....... . .
~

By Jay Blanton ,
Associated Press

' ...-·

• : - -·· :--: ·. "

LEXINGTON - Da~ct" Olst~~ '
is not the fiance Vanna White
caught it! bed with another woman.
Nor is he the "Dick Tracy'' co-star
fired because he would not sleep
with actor Warren Beatty. ,
. . ,But like the other "stars," Olster
- a University of Kentucky history
and honors professor - was featllred in the June 26 edition of the·
National Enquirer.
Olster uses 'the supemmket
tabloid in freshman honors classes
as teaching tool. ... ,, • '-' ..:,.,c"·: _;
.,... The National Enquirer- leani~ ·
of OlsteI's technique and featured,
him in an article. It said Olster
proclaimed that the· tabloid, which •
claims the lai-gest circulation in ·
America, was an · outstanding
for studYix.!g_i;!r,lditiQlpll_ '.

a

-~=

,·

•

a

, Reading :with
critical and
,analytical eye, Olster said, has been ·
lost in an educational .. system,
.\Yhich ernphasiz.es the mernoriza- · ,
, ~?~:of
an'! ~tes.
'.\·:·Olster said the media ~''from ·1
supermarket tabloids to .The New !
York Times _; .. had a social agenda 1
that manipulated and influenced its :
reading public. :, .,. .,.,_.·. .
Stu_dents, · he ·saia; inight not 1
recogmze
that . · • , . - · • •
,,... ... ,
. - , ·...:~r. .;l:':'t"~~_.,.,..;;.~~; ..1,h;!:;"';'"r.1t.,."','.'
"By having them see that the
, National Enquirer , , , actually con: tains a very explicit social agenda :
introduces them to the idea that the
1media ~e no_! innocent and that~
1
. medll! must .tie seen with a
of
~• -~tic:af.~1:>:,~~--~<!-;J;i'£:tf.
,1;::::1
~ 0lster•='d , ••.,d.
,.,.. ,. ,.-:.
l ·•-~·,0 .
.=
a ernocracy .,:e-,
: ; ~,participation; not" blind obe-i
''Wence; ~au. cannot ·participate if
/ybu simply-: ii<;cept ·,what· you're'

. ~...--~:-~ ... -- :_:,, ..

$1J::.:~-,/:,:::l

fa:l5

. American values.
'. ,. Olster puts it another way_: "The way the Natianai Enqiili-~used (the article) was to legitimate
itself as a regular news organ by
displaying prominently a professor,
-who as a professor had the intellectual qualifications to say· that any- •
one who read the National Enquirer ·
could be· considered to be of
intellectual ~tatus," Olster said.
· · Olst~ assi!!D~ his -freshman ·
honors students a research. paper ·
about the American values ernbod·_ied in the Enquirer, The purpose is 1
.to teach students haw• to read
'skeptically, . . ·, _ - · · ·· ·. . ·· /
-,~-''Esseiitia11y what
tryirig·tii"
·teach is a way of looking· at every-·
thing--that
read,"
Olster said. .'
.....__ they
. ~;::
,.., . ., .
. -. Olster's -fume. is ·spreading. He
_:;~tly_ ;!C!!!Ll_o~New Jq,k__ City to

J

sort

rm

:;-

•, .

• •• • J,

.;:~~~-"?.~~1:-~~-~}33:Vl~~{~!
,_!}!But the looks that he geis' friiiii,
:students when be pulls ·out a·cop_;!

~

of f!ie _!'fatipnal Enquirii:iiear''the\
: beginning of a semester·probably is
,.mare of shock than anything else'.":

~itaver~thta5~~¢ a-~-!
:1the Slllruf~ I~~ goA a~!,'.}.{;ij
, . . After the National Enquirer: as-

:_ s1gnment, Olster's ·students write 'a '
' - - ~ paper about J:ime maga- ·
.;_.zme. _The goal of the paper is the
.,same; read aifically.J,.;),,--'<!:£i6-Jt
- ~ . Olster' said that .wh~ t~ents I
···idid ·tne•Time magazine assignrnerit'
__they .Were .S!'IJ)rised. .· · ·
'
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By Jamie Lucke _.s~4t . ., _~'o·'°·, •~!filed m February for penruss1on to
Herald-Leader"eciucailo~ triter i.;";:J:'.:{.''.·strip-mine 105 acres· that it leased

',--Th' 'u· • . ···ty "f''~tucky·-~• ''within the.main boundaries of'the
e mvers1
o ,. .. _ . .,. UK fo - . • , .. .-u ,ar,fi-'· •~ .,, ,.. \
might" offer o~er coal compames ~""'" _ rest •; ~:'·:?,';;,',.;~ -~-, ·.
the chance·to mme more than 2,000 ,;-:_:;,,:)UK has encouraged_ a ~-.m:
acres outside Robinson Forest if ;jvhich Arch _-would i:ive ·_up :;_its ,
Arch Mineral Corp;·rernains oool to· :.;rights inside the mam for~t:7.In;
a compromise proposed by UK. - , : ; exchange, _Arc~ _would ~ve the_
1 UI(is tryfu~ io protect ~0,00?- : _right to llllll,;:,-~ ~-o~~~_?,_f~l-_;
acre forestry ·research -Site. m ,_acre tract ,,;-•,,·-~--'·:T -·-·: 1 ·:
Breatlrltt and Knott counties from · : .· In a letter yesterday, UK attorstrip mining· .,:"<s:- -:::,· •"' -..:c .. _, · ney--John Darsie _disputed. Arch's
; Hundr~ ~{~hili!g_-j~~ ·"al~o_::.claim tha;:the·_tra~1,_,:iy,o.uld i,ot ~
at stake. .~~~'.::~t~-:=-: .. r::.-::::-:.r~½;f~a··. ~t-effectiv~ ,;;-\.;,~• r ~;-.;:q. .~~:.;7"::
· • ·: Arch . 6Mied" by~ Ashland Oi(f' ::_~ie said other ooerators were.
hlc. and'the Huiif family of Dallas,·::__mining coal to the_ east and_ w~t of.
• '
_.
· - , - - - - - - , , ' .,, •, -· 0 - · - _._.,, the--Laurel-Fork--and-Bear-Branch.
,.. ~·=--·- -·-·····------area
that Arch has reject¢._?,,-.· • · He said the prospect <if mining
the larger_ tract was attra~ve ~ .
cause it would guarantee_ Jobs m,
Breathitt County for· Year§._::~;;-.::.: I
·, •· Darsie also.said UK_might con-,
sider offering part of !ts ,~'.!L£iti
seives to· other companies. . :, ____ ,11
'l\- Arch's· attomey,.Blair Gardner,
said UK's letter was offensive and
incorrect. He said it seemed likelythe controversy ·-'would· be fought
~ollt in COurt. -~~~--~_;;.,;.;~J.1.::~~~~·-:.1
·+'"tt<_itt;~lianei~Xi thought ,:!ll'ti!;°{'l.::?j1
day'_ti le~ )v~. ~1:l)d. avou\µ_ti!r<l;;i\
tiorl,jfni:.rJ!Ot.,;.5!l-ij,',O~d~~.t.,,~~!\""
Gardner sa.Jd.-.:..~:,-.:·~--~1",:,!'. ..,-,:: :...~1:~4
U,_ Biif Gardnei~pplaudecr: UK's··,
1Wn1·k ;:.;~~toroMidedeasmgparft
Kentucky·1
the fuittlirieever. -,

a

are

"' ~--~-r-Easrem'

~l~lr

-.v;,,•.~ • - - " - • ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - /

·· · ~ey are much more shocked,"/
, ~ said, "to find that Time maga·'t_. zme still -~€:8
- th!
e oose heritage,I
· of extraordinarily conservative poli-'

.tics..: .i._;.-

_:,;·.~..:~~\;.!~--tif.i- ,1_

-~J

T.:1f UICpiopiisoo_~<;ampensating~
\Arch for its coalwithmoney. earned·
,throug"h "riiinirig'fuieoiit1ymg
'Arch would frinsider"it,J}~
"d _, ~1~-~<Y-l~•1tf~~~.:t... i:..~•. SID· -:-·'.\'r~Y•t""!ft ·· -~~':f1;~'. Companies now nunmg near
Laurel Fork might bid on the coal,
Gardner said '. but Arch could not .
;justify buildhlg roads and niov\_ng \
Iits huge machinery there. :-:~,,•,:;,;;;
I l . UK's engineers _have, estimated i
i:here are ·10 million _:to!}§_ iif_ '.'.._eco-. 1
nomicaliy-recoverable''."~ ·:worth ,I
~_.milliOI\;~in tll~!J--?-uret~,
, area, accordingl:4J. Th\rs,;Ie.._,, -~,qi',,\
Buf·Garoner.;silid, Arfh's core;
'drillin ·
ested ·the tracts UK
g sugg
'
had offered
contained
"16 mill"10n I,
''.ta~· that
of poor _quality af!d
'·only 1.9 .million tons comparable m 1
' '_quality and }oo.ition· to ~ch's 3.\ _
· 'million tons ms1de the IJl!lU1 forest;;
'~ ,Darsie ci;timated J\/:ch's ~coal
]would bring $61 ~lio~ on the spot
fmarket; Gardner said 1t :was._1vorth

areas:

I

I_;';,:

are__

I

·:'l°l°.:t~~~~~·V?;{n~JI
'&i~e

drilling'in'Lewii,Fork, '~ ~j
,!inside the main forest but_ outside,
·;:.;:)ii;e
Clemons Fork·watershed,
...:a, 'to UK' ,:=-_.:;..,,~J"'Bir.cli'-'
'W4l

s

trill'

~ U J . --
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Simon bas had four years of col• attorney. Holton bas a private prac• _ents took Holton and Simon to a , _would speak to_hlm and:not to me
ge and bas gone through law lice In· southwestern ·'Jefferson dormitory at Morehead State and Holton said. ·. ~u,, •·· '·""·'-"·-,.,;.
l!ooL
· · · · , ·: :, , .. ·., ... , County and ts a staff prosecutor for left them. -·· - · ·
· ··_- :' 0 : • ••. . • In 1983, Sigma Nu nominated !
He has been to dozens of fraler• the Jefferson County attorney's of• : . "My parents say It was the hard• mon as Its candidate for Big Mi
ty parties, bas flown all over the flee. c,J ~, .. -. : ___ w,,._. -., i;:, , ·est thing -they ever bad to do - • On Campus -::- an honor usual
,untry with a search committee · When Hollon
10 a brain tu• leave their blind son there with this conferred upon sports heroes ar
oklng for a university presld_ent, : mor damaged his opll~ nerve and -wild-eyed dog on 8 campus. They other popular student notables.
id has napped In_ the_ O!Qces o~ left him bllnd. . ..:.-: .._ ••. :~- ..... .-..:-said that as they drove away they
"They_ bad pictures up of e
ivemors. -,, -,:--~a·,1 ;:,,-.. _,, e.,., -, After ,,. ;;,he ,. - •s•,,:, • ·,;· •·:.,,.,, ..;- : "'' -::,.,, ·,.- ·• ·,, fell ~llke , they·; these good·looklng guys, and 8 pl
He has traipsed all over .down- graduated with · . , ,,.., ... -.•. ,"
_ , .• were commit- ·; ture of Simon
wonder dog
,wn Lexington delivering legal pa• hono_rs _::from,
•:Ji g~~ORD .:,.,. ting some kind Hollon explained. At halftime ,
?ts; he knows Jefferson County's .Stuart ._, High _,,:; ~S'\it, :::. ·J: ,--, ...:- ...,, .. _,: ·.:: of crime,". Hol•, one of the football games, they a
all of Justice llke the back of his School In Jeffer• '"t··. ,-~,.o . ,,,_ ,_, .. __ ; .. , • .__ . ,ton ,.said. -.-"l nounced Simon the \Ylllller, and e
1w; and he has probably listened son County he"'
· .
: 1 '·'. ':''>'." ~,- t ''"" ·11new how to g·'•et' the sorority girls were fl~
' ·· · '.
·~·~,.,,,
-· -. ·. ··
-.
around him for pictures." '"'"" "
, more deposIllons, courtroom tes- was accepted at ,
'',"' ,. ,-·•s""·-~·,,. back "to • my
· xt
H It · "...:
11ony and closing arguments than Morehead state'·_ •,;,,
_.•:;::.,';; ·.:"
.room·~ 1n ~-the '-The ne year, o on was=
I the other dogs _ln Jefferson University;:~.·::
·,,r--:::
-~/·:~_-dorm, •'iiut that sen Big Man On Campus at Mor
,nnty combined. .':''··.•-:·~ _,''..: :_: : "My' -- parents··__ ,.. __ _ __
_
,•.•• _ _-.--,:was aboutlt." ,- : _head, but he· didn't brag muc
Simon ts an 11-year-old Labrador · and teachers said, 'Dave; "j·ou're go- " · The· first time the two entered about It because he was asbamE
trtever - a guide ilog ;... wlio, · Ing to need a dog. You're not going the campus cafeteria, a female stu• 10 admit that his do~ ba~,bee~_ v~
r most of his life, bas acted as ·_10 be ·able 1o·nav1gate on· campus _;dent'·. ·;screamed; :~ "Ohoooooool ~ the honor first
~•=; '·--·-t
e eyes for his owner, ·David L · .the way you do the school bulldlng.''.There's· a dog In here!"--~ ;~-:_- :::·- !At. the ..end of Holton s Junli
,lion n, a 28-year-old Loulsvllle here,'" Holton recalled. :-'~-~~-- •-· But It wasn't 10 before· Slmrin1.year, he ran for_ student__gover
, ~----,--,· · • •·· .,._ -.--·.
-·
--,_,:;i_~•~
ng.
ment president and won; with!
:;J}.;Wlt!'f€1$:-;;,t:'";;::i.:.a:::!t·::L·:_: ~till not a big ~og lov!!r .•:· but,!lll'I Holton were residents_of .th!!, mon·as his campaign manager.-i
·
two ..,.eeks after graduating fr\>'A~iSlgma,N~ fraternity _lu!~,3!1~,e':.1:. '.,.,When Holton served as the st
high school, I went up to Columbus, .Joying campus life. -- ""~"' ,,-•• _.;·r.;_ ·c1ent representative on the unlver.
Ohio,· !IJ!d got Simon at· a pilot dog ·: . "Everybody at Morehead alwaysrt · ty's board nf regents, Simon atte~
school_ ,W_b.en I first met him, ·1 ,;teased me that the only reason.I :·ed all the board meetings and evE
_dl~'t much llke him, and I don't__,bad,Slmon_was to_.ll!eet women, Itj-rode ·on the private plane bes!,
~nk he much llked me ei~er." -,.. got to the point where we'd l!:e1 Holton as the search committee i
··i.- Two iµonlhs later, Holton s par• walking on the campus an_d people: a new unlvezslty president traveI1
around the country. _. _ _._~..('
_ At Morehead's ball games, Simi
roamed the stands sometlm,
sporting pompons In his barnei
with MSU painted on his side - ei
Ing the fans' popcorn and hot dog
One night, In a bar In anoth,
state, a band that Hollon remembe
as ''the worst rve ever heard" wi
upstaged by Simon, who began ho~
1ng mournfully d111'1llg their pe
formance.
.
··
When Holton
accepted to la
school at the ·un1verslty of Ke1
, tucky, Simon went along to ever
class. -And when graduation dli
came, the law school dean pinned
certificate to Simon's harness !
Holton received his diploma. · ..,
Simon usually accompanies Ho
ton on dates.
·
"Some women ·really llke bin
and some can take him or leav
him," Holton said. "But those ar
the ones that he didn't care muc
for, and neither did L If you don
love my dog .•• you know, we're ,
package deal.". - ._ .• , .
Holton ts aware that age Is ftna!J:
taking Its toll on his faithful com
. panlon. There ts a slowness In SI
man's gait, and his muzzle Is tumln1
gray. But the veterinarian says SI
mon ts still healthy, and Hollon can
not bear to retire him Just yet ·:
"rm crazy about him," Holtor
said. "I think It would break 1w
heart to see me harness another doJ
and Walk out the door."
·'··
One. ' of -Holton's favorite
room stories concerns Simon's rol1
In a case ·that Hollon prosecutec
against a man charged wlth_extremE
I cruelty. to animals. . ·
• :
, · "l usually put Simon 1n a come~
but In a real bad lnhumane-treatment case, before I call the guy In, I
get the dog out and have him rlghl
I beside me," Holton explained.
''The sheriff told me one day,
'Boy, you must have gotten that lasl
guy real good. When he walked out,
his wife said, . 'Honey, how'd you
do?• ..t:c~~-- .~.:~-..:~.:.;,:-·;,. : :. : -~-"He said, 'Hell,- I didn't have a
chance. That. SOB In there's blind,
_anl! he's got a dog with hlDI' ~-,;,:•-
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And her sister, Jean Marie Smith,
might look like with a beard, and It
had attended SL Catharine.
there would be any gray In iL
. "I think with a beard you'd look
"She told me that I'd better go to
like Abraham Lincoln's criminal a sma ll school and get used to that
brother, the one no one ever talked environment before going oft to a
about," Wallace said, grinning.
bigger place," Missy Smith said. "I
Wheatley chuckled, stretched, think I want to go to the University
1
and said, "It's Friday, It's Friday."
of Louisville when I finish here."
"Actually, It's Thursday," Wallace
She said that "everybody was surcorrected.
prised" when the college an"As far as school goes, It's Fri- nounced that Martha Layne Collins
day," WheaUey said, because that ls would be the new president.
bis last day of classes each week.
''The people I talked to were
Wallace's 12-year-old son was shocked. They couldn't believe she
with him that morning, sitting quiet- was going to be here."
ly at a table as his father started
Faculty members, too, generally
teaching.
.
seemed pleased by Collins' appoint"What we're going to be talking ment. although some wondered bow
about today is from Chapter 13 long she would be willing to stay.
the income multiplier and accelera"I think she Is probably the right
tor. There are really three basic person for this job at this time,"
concepts in this chapter ... "
Wind said.
Earlier, as be sat at a table beWallace agreed. "I think It's a
tween clas.5es, playing a card game positive thing, especially it you're
with bis son, Wallace talked about talking about somebody who can
some of the things be likes about raise money and attract students. It
the school where he bas taught tor can make you uneasy it you know
about 10 years.
that five or 10 extra students can
With that tn mind. the school
"It's a nice. pretty, picturesque make a big dltterence. You wonder
hired Its first tull-time admissions place in a beautiful setting. and it is
It you might have to do something
officer, and enrollment has been a a nice place to work. Things are
e1se."
bit more stable since then.
pretty low-key, pleasant and reHe added. "Not too many people
The college also bas been trying, laxed, and I like that atmosphere."
question
whether she can help us.
both before and during Sister EnWallace. who has his doctorate In But will she be here long enough to
derle's tenure, to tailor classes to history from the University of Mis. ,·
I
lure more residents - young and souri, said salaries at St Cathari~e do so?"
Sister Olfs. who will be in charge
old - of the rural area in which it are low - "less than what a public
when Collins is off campus raising
Is located.
high school teacher makes" - but
It bolds classes during the sum- that there is less pressure and few money and recruiting. said that the
mer and at night. and bas conduct- lf any discipline problems, in part college search committee bad wanted Elderbostel programs, open to because so many older students are ed a new president skilled at public
relations who could promote the
older adults.
highly motivated.
1
Besides a core of liberal-arts
Another faculty member, Terry school and help raise funds and. at:.
.
courses lo such subjects as English, Ward. estimated that the average tract students.
"She can certainly help us ~th j
math, philosophy and religion, the pay tor teachers at the college
all of that," Olfs said.
• ,
college a1So offers instruction in ag- might be about $20,000 a year.
,
..
riculture, horticulture and comput"I think it takes a certain type of
N HER FIRST official day
er science, and a one-year program person to teach here,"· Wallace
of work as president, Collins
that awards a "certificate in office said. "You have to be willing to put
said that she wants to mainoccupations" designed to help peo- in a lot of hours teaching." . .
tain the college's "academic excelple get office jobs.
Carter Wind, who teaches comThis fall, said Sister Grace M. puter classes, made a similar point lence," increase its endowment and
increase enrollment.
Olfs. academic dean who bas been
"You can really teach here," he
appohrted ttle 9dlool's first Tl~ said. "You don't have to do re- , She said that she badn't set any
president, farmers and others will search or publish, but I think you numerical goals but hoped to have
all of the dormitory rooms, which
be able to take a clas.5 in "pest and have to work harder at teaching."
accommOdate about 55 students,
disease management"
Wheatley said the teachers be
About 80 percent of the student has had at SL Catharine "are will- full this fall, to increase the munbody is made up of people who ing to help you any time you need ber of students who live on campus
commute to school, and the rest IL They don't run out the door and and to gradually increase total enrollment.
·
live in the dorms on. campus. Last go home" as soon as class is over.
"I don't know lf it will be 500,
fall, 140 were studying tull time,
He's in his second year at the coltalting at least 12 hours of clas.5es, lege. He decided to enroll, about 18 750 800 or 1,000," she said. "But I
and about 110 were part-time stu- years after flrushing high school, w~t the quality to remain constant.
dents.
because "It was something I always I don't want us to get so wrapped
Many in both groups are "non-. wanted to do, and rm not getting up in the numbers that we lose
traditional'" students, older than any younger."
sight of quality."
· ", · ·
those who go to college right after
She declined to discuss how
He bas two children, a son, ll,
high school, many of them women and a daughter, 14. He said be has much she is being paid but said,
interested in returning to school be- held blue-collar jobs all his lite and "Money is not the reason I came to
cause their children have grown up. has been laid oft train three of SL Catharine College. I view this as
To other students, Sister Ol!s them. Although he bas been work- an opportunity to continue to con- 1
said the college "offers a bridge. ing six years at the same company tribute to education, economic deWe 'can make the transition to a and it Is helping him pay for col- velopment, the quality of lite and
bigger school easier" for those who lege, he's worried that be might not the future of Kentucky."
I
aren't sure that they want to leave have an easy time i! he's laid off
She said that she didn't know If
home or that they're ready for a again.
SL Catharine might someday bebig campus in Louisville or Lexing"They're going to want somebody come a four-year college.
to~
.
"I never say never," ~he . said.
who's 20 to 25 years old," he said.
Sister Enderle agreed, adding "So it looked like a goOd time to go "But that's not in the game plan
that the challe.nges are clear for back it I was ever going to do it"
right now."
·
her successor.
·
She said she doesn't expect it to
Not everybody who attends St.
"Academically I think we are on
Catharine is an older student like be easy to get things mo~ ng in the ,
a wonderful toundatio~
Wheatley. Many are like Missy direction she wants to go.
"Financially, we're not closing up
"I'm not a miracle worker. We'll
Smith,
18, who graduated fro'!1
tomorrow. But I think Martha
make a lot happen, but there will
Washington
County
High
School
thlS
Layne has her work cut out for
spring and will be starting at SL be some disappointments. . . . I
her."
Catharine in the fall. She was work- think this will be a tough year. It
N A RECENT Thursday ing in the office ot the academic can take a while to get the ball_
rolling.
.
' •
morning, David Wallace, 45, dean on a recent morning.
"It's llke building a snowball.
She said that one reason she
who teaches history, government and economics at St. Catha- picked the college, located near her Sometimes it packs well and somerine, was bantering with student home, was that she wasn't sure how times it doesn't. Everybody ls going
Jude Wheatley, 36, before econom- she'd do, living away from home as to have to work together. This is
a freshman at a big place. She not going to be a Marth! _Layne Col·
ics class started. ~ ..
tins prod)!CtiOn." ,-, . '
Wallace wondered ,what ~eatley thought she might miss her family.
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Wilkinson picks 5 for higher education
council
A!.SOC18led

Press

FRANKFORT - Five new people were appointed to the Council
on Higher Education yesterday by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. It leaves
one vacancy and one member who
is still serving though his term has
expired.
Wilkinson has numerous other
appointments pending on the governing boards of the individual
universities, including 10 positions
on the University of Louisville
Board of Trustees.
A state law provides that members of such boards may serve
beyond the term of their initial
appointment if they are not replaced.
The appointees are:
• Kevin Hable, former Wilkinson administration budget director,
to replace former Gov. Bert Combs
on the panel. Hable is a law partner
of Combs in Louisville.
• Dr. Robert M. Blake of Maysville to replace Daniel Stamper Jr..
• Jack Rose of Murray to replace Bernie Sandfoss Jr. of Newport.

• Randy Kimbrough of Bowling
Green to replace Dr. Patrick Nutini
of Edgewood.
• Slwrjdan Martin of Drift~o
replace James Hill of Louisville as
the student representative on th
uncil.
.
f
. ~ term of Mtcha~l Harreld O
Lou1s~11le, a form~ cha1'.1Tlan of t~e
council. expired m Apnl. There 1s
also a vacancy on the council from
the 6th Congressional District.
The council set policy for the
eight state universities.
Figures from the council staff

·how 10 members of the U of L
board continue to serve, although
their terms have expired. It does not
include another board positi?n set
aside for staff members that IS also
overdue for replacement
T wo of t he U of L appointments
·
expired in June 1989. Five others
expired in December 1989.
Council documents show that
there are also people serving on the
governing boards of the other state
universities whose terms have expired.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, TUESDAY, JULY 24 1990

Wilkinson names 5 to education board
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Five people were appointed to the state
Council on Higher Education by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson yesterday, leaving one vacancy and one membe.r who ls still ~
though his term bas expired.
Wilkinson has numerous other appointments pending on the governing boards of the Individual unJverslties, including 10 positions
on the University of LouJsvllle Board of Trustees.
Former Wllklnson adml.n.lstratlon budget director Kevin Hable
replaced former Gov. Bert Combs on the panel Hable Is a law
partner of Combs In LouJsville.
Also appointed were Dr. Robert M. Btate of Maysville to replace Daniel Stamper Jr.; Jact Rose of Murray to replace Bernie
Sandfoss Jr.; Randy Kimbrough of Bowling Green to replace Dr.
Patrick Nutlnl; and~Ma.ctm of Dr;W to replace James Hill
as the student r e p e .
The council sets policy for the eJght state universities.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LE:AOLR LEXINGTON, KY . TUESDAY. JULY 24~ ~-

Student loan association woes discussed
WASHINGTON Education Depanment officials yesterday
searched for a solution ro financial problems that threaten the
viability of one of the nation' · largest student loan guarantors.
The Higher Education A ' istance Foundation, a non-profit
corporation based in Overland Park, Kan., guarantees $9.6 billion in
student loans.
Some Wall Street brokers said a published report on the
foundation's woes contributed to a 100-point plunge yesterday
morning in the Dow Jones industnal average. The market later made
a partial recovery.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, TUESDAY, JULY 24, 1990

ffiM gives
$4.9 million
to UK for
computer
Tbe Bluegrass Bureau

LEXINGTON, Ky. - The UnJver,slty of Kentucky received a $4.9 million girt yesterday from IBM to help
buy a new supercomputer.
The girt, one of the largest In
.UK's history, wUJ also go toward
purchasing other computer hard·
ware and allow upgrading of UK's
ex:lstlng supercomputer capacity.
IBM also has entered Into a part•

-----""·- _...... ,,v ...... ____. .... _ _._

of the arrangement - to be developed over the next several months
- have yet to be defined. Under It.
the combined expertise of UK and
IBM researchers will be used to conduct research of mutual benefit
UK officials said the partnership
enables UK to make strides In
teaching graduate and undergraduate students and enhance support :;:,
tor faculty for whom supercomputing has become a valuable tool In
projects as diverse as alr-pollutlon
research and analysts of archaeological artifacts.
The IBM Enterprise System/3090
Model 600J wUI replace UK's orig!•
nal supercomputer, a 3090-JOOE,
and another IBM mainframe computer. The new supercomputer Is
the most powertul system available
from IBM and Is equipped with six

vector processors, which increase
speed and performance.
The new computer Is about

2½

times as powerful as the current one
and will be a~lble from hundreds of extsttng termlnals on the
Lexington campus.
"IBM has fostered these partner. ship and Joint project ettoru based
on the university's reputation and
credibility as one of the country's
top research lnstitutlons,.. said Donn
Atkins, Lexington branch manager
of IBM marketing and services.
UK Interim President Charles
Wethington Jr. said the girt and proj•
• ect will greatly enhance the 5Cbool's
ability to recruit and retain faculty
because UK "offers scientists a pow. ertul research tool they can ffnd In
tew other academ.Jc setttnp."

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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IBM_ g.ift
gives UK
computer;
prestige
'

By Jamie Lucl<e
•Herald-Leader educafron writer
'
.
~

· A $4.9 million' gift announced
yesterday by IBM has raised the
University of ;~entucky's computing power ancf\prtistige.
· ·
' UK will be ope of very few
campuses nationwide that can
boast the most powerful computer
made by International Business Machines Corp. :
· UK scientists are using the machine to try to
solve an array.
of
problems, .
ranging from
the origins of
the universe fo
why human arteries become
· clogged.
The new
IBM 3090-600J ~II more than dou-.
ble UK's computing capacity offi-'
cials said at a news conferenc~ and
tour of UK's'. computer center yesterday.
1
I
It replaces UK's first supercom.'
puter, an IBM 3090-300E, installed
three years ago. UK also traded in
. an older IBM 3084 as part of the
ideal.
•. i
'
"This is not jtlst a step up· it's a'
' big leap up," said Graeme' Fairweather, acting ,director of UK's
Center for Computational Science.
IBM's gift, ol)e of the largest in
~UK history, is r "a nice vote of
confidence" in the university said
Gene Williams, W's vice pr~ident
for infonnation. systems. •
The gift inclicates · that IBM
thinks UK'~ fa¢ulty cim produce
, breakthroughs id research that will
, make the IBM machine look good in
the comP,etltion I with other super, computers; :Williams said.
.
The complex agreement be~
, tween IBM and' UK allows UK to
· pay $6.2 million1over four years for
a computer that retails for $19
, million, Williams said.
. .
Willianls said the -company's
' gift to UK ·was ."way above" IBM's
standard discount to educational
institutions and the federal govern1
ment.
·
'
UK will pa❖ $1.2 million a year
for the next IY/o years, then decide
whether to pay off the balance on
the supercomputer or upgrade
again,:Wi)liarrls said.
· · "We're buying it, but it's aimost
the same as a lease. No matter what
machine you have, if you want to
,,stay up-to-date,. you have to up'. grade," he said. . .
·
,
. . . In addition to th~ favorable deal
'on the supercomputer, IBM is giving UK 100 desktop personal com:puters and 10 laser printers. ·
.
,''L.1-·
, The
personal
computers
will
___ ,.. ___t__._ .1'1T!lf: ___ -11-.l ..:

desperate shortage of personal computers for undergraduates.
UK plans to install 300 personal
computers in three new labs: at the
medical center, the M.I. King Library and the Business and Economics Building. UK also will establish a new computing center for
faculty.
IBM also will help finance research at UK under a cooperative
arrangement that will benefit the
company and university. One of the
projects will involve global climatic
modeling that now can be done
only on computers manufactured
by Cray, the traditional leader in
supercomputers and IBM's chief
rival in the field.
. ~ hopes the ability to solve
m1lhons of computations in a matter 'Of seconds will make it easier to
attract faculty.
Mechanical engineer James
McDonough, who moved from ·
UCLA to UK in January, said UK
could not have recruited him without the promise of the new i:omput. er. The Air Force, General Electric
'. and McDonnell Douglas help fi.
· nance his· work, which relies on
computer simulations of flight.
It takes more than a million
'.' mathematical calculations for
McDonough to create a single image on a screen. What is learned
from the images eventually could
help scientists develop better controls for aircraft capable of orbiting
in space.
Probably fewer than 30 universities nationwide have computers
that are as powerful or more powerful than UK's new one, computer
experts said yesterday.
UK's new computer is a major'.
advancement for the university,,
said Larry Brandt, associate pro-·
gram director of the National Sci-·
ence Foundation's supercomputer
centers. "You better believe it" he
said. "In the scope of IBM installations, it's a great big one. They
have a right to crow."
Donn B: Atkins, branch manag-'
er of the IBM U.S. Marketing and
Services in Lexington, said UK was
"truly on the leading edge of universities ...
"This partnership is a winning
combination for UK, IBM and the
Commonwealth of Kentucky."
All eight of Kentucky's public
universities will have access to the
computer.

What IBM gift
means for UK

/
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BellSouth Foundation officiai'~s"'ARc,.,,vE"s
check on MSU drop-out program
By KENNETH A. HART

Independent News Writer
MOREHEAD - Some visitors to
Morehead State University had the
opportunity Monday to see how
their money is being used to prevent youngsters from dropping out
of high school.
Officials with the BellSouth
Foundation visited the university to
observe the workings of Destination
Graduation, a regional drop-out
prevention program that targets
ninth-graders who are at risk of
quitting school.
The program, administered by
the state Council on Higher Education, serves students in southern
and eastern Kentucky, where high

In

school .dr?~ut rates are among
the nation s highest.
. Morehead State is one of 12 Destmation Graduation sites in the
~late, serving high school student;s
m Rowa~. Carter, Bath and Menifee counties.
Other Destination Graduation
sites in the region include Ashland
Commun!tY ~ollege, Prest~nsb~rg
Community College and P1kev1lle
College.
The program is funded primarily
~Y the U.S. Dcpartmc~t of Educa!10n. BellSouth Foundation - which
is operated by the s_outhern division
of AT~T - provided a $_225,000
grant m Octo~er, according lo
Gary ~- Cox_, director of . the state
Council on Higher Education.

. eW
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Exam helps eliminate unqualified
The fact that 10 percent of
would-be Kentucky teachers
could not be certified beca use they failed the National Teacher Examination
points to the value of using
the test to screen in-coming
teachers.
It is far better to learn that
prospective teachers cannot
pass tests of communication
skills, general knowledge
and expertise in their field
than to discover that fact after they begin instructing
students.
Indeed, the scores of Kentuckians who took the National Teacher Examinations
in 1989 are mostly positive,
in spite of a 4 percent increase in the failure rate. As
a group, Kentucky teachersto-be are scoring above the
national average on the examination, and that speaks
well for their preparation in
Kentucky ' s colleges and
universities.
In addition to screening
out unqualified teachers, the
test results are a valuable
tool for colleges and uni-

versities. The fact that half
the prospective teachers who
took the French proficiency
exam failed it and that 39.1
percent failed the Spanish
proficiency test points to
·
k
serious wea nesses in preparing students in foreign
languages that must be addressed.
The test results also revealed weaknesses in some
of the subject areas where
quality teachers are most
needed: 17 .6 percent of
would-be science teachers
failed the chemistry-physicsgeneral science examination,
as did 14.3 percent who took
the English language and litt
t·
f th
era ure por wn o
e exam.
Colleges and universities
would be wise to examine
the scores of their students
for particular weaknesses in
subJ·ect areas.
The good news is that nine
out of 10 who took the test
passed. Those who didn't
need to hit the books a little
more and pass the exam before earning the title of
teacher.
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Morehead was the first of three
stops on a tour of Destination
Graduation sites. Others will inelude Eastern Kentucky University
a~~ S~mc_rset Community College.
1:his 1s the first opportunity
they ve had to come and visit and
get a feel for what's going on "Cox
said.
'
At Morehead, foundation officials
met with college students who
serve as counselors in the program
observed a career-orientation cla~
and visited a site where students
enrolled in the program are working on a home for the local Habitat
for Humanity chapter.
The visit was designed not only to
allow the foundation to see how its
grant is being utilized but to provide ideas that can be passed along
to other organizations, BellSouth
spokeswoman Leslie Graitcer said.
"We wanted to see a model progr~," she said. 'We dispense a lot
of ideas and infonnation and do a
lot of networking among various

Orr~~~~~~" to

Kentucky, the
Bell~outh Foundation provides
!un~g for educational programs
m eight other states, all located in
the southern U.S., Graitcer said.
Destination Graduation which is
in its second year, utiliz~s college
students as tutors and counselors
for at-risk high schoolers.
Wallace Flint, director of Morehead State's Destination Graduation program, said the older students often bring a stabilizing influence into the lives of teen-agers
whose problems put them at risk of
quitting school.
"Merely staying in school is different from really applying yourself and having a plan for your
life," he said. "We feel like that is
the big thing that our kids get from
these college students. 11
Several of the counselors said
their relationships with the youngsters enrolled in the program had
been mutually beneficial.
"I'm going to be a high school
teacher, and this work is giving me
a lot of insight that will help me
become a better teacher," said
Samantha Dunaway, a Morehead
state sophomore from Campbell
County.
Counselors in the program are
encouraged to act as mentors and
role models for their younger
charges, said Hannah Horeb, a
graduate student from Maysville.
M~{(.t; ➔

BellSouth"?':·,:i
i ;'· ·Continued from Page 1
l''You're probably closer to a lot
: of these kil)s than anyone they've
'ever had before - including mem1bers of their own family," she said.
i During the school year, coun;selors visit students at their high
;schools. In the summer, students
:who have shown the most progress
are brought to Morehead State for
a two-week camp, Flint said.
Flint said the students enrolled at
this year's camp are involved in
several projects, including the
Habitat for Humanity home , and
painting apartments for elderly
shut-ins.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, JULY 25, i990

:.u., of L board approves vice president
•~ The University or Louisville board of trustees yesterday approved Patrick W. Flanagan, an environmental biologist and dean
.at the University of Hawaii, as U of L's first vice president for
-research.
·
"" Flanagan, 48, ls dean or the College of Natural Sciences at the
l{onolulu university. He wlll become U of L's vice president for
:.research and dean or graduate programs and research, eflective
Jan, and will be on the biology department faculty.
The Dublin, Ireland, native bas been at !be University or Hawaii
since the spring of 1989. He has degrees from Dublin University
•end a doctorate In biochemistry at McGill University In Montreal.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, JULY 25, 1990

Seminary president
'stable' after bypass
· Roy L Honeycutt, president of
· Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, was In critical but stable condition yesterday afternoon after undergoing heart surgery to bypass
blocked arteries.
Five bypasses were required, said
Eve Hutcherson, spokeswoman for
Norton Hospital, where !be surgery
was performed. Hutcherson said the
4½-hour operation by Dr. Layman
A. Gray Jr. went well.
· · Honeycutt should be hospitalized
for eight to 10 days, she said.
. Honeycutt, 63, was admitted to
!be hospital Thursday after doctors
discovered arterial blockage during
a routine physical.
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Panel makes .
suggestions for
UK minorities
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader educalton writer

The University of Kentucky's lowest-paid
workers barely make enough to live on regardless of their race, according to a report released
yesterday on the status of minority employees
at UK.
A seven-member committee issued the
report and 17 recommendations after almost
1½ years of study.
The report said that the rising cost of
health insurance hurts blacks the most because
they are concentrated in low-paying jobs, such
as custodial and food service, in which some
average salaries were below $10,000 a year.
"Many employees simply cannot afford the
insurance that is offered. One person said it
would take one-half of her paycheck to insure

herself and her daughter."
Although it miiht be costly, the
committee recommended a sliding
scale, based on income, for employee health insurance payments. A
similar scale should be applied lo
child-care fees at the UK day care
center, the committee said.
The committee also recommended that:
• Administrators should be
evaluated on how well they promote "cultural diversity."
• UK should provide better job
training for employees and tart a
mentor program.
• UK should reach out more to
the community for minority employees, including looking into supporting a magnet high school.
• UK should work harder to
promote from within and retain
minority employees as well as increasing recruitment incentives.
Juanita Fleming, who led the
university committee, said the recommendations would go a long
way "in helping our campus become a more diverse place.''
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She praised UK's administration
for supporting the committee. "It
says UK does care about all its
employees," said Fleming, a vice
chancellor for academic affairs in
the medical center.
But she said UK should do
more, including becoming more aggressive in affirmative action. Instead of just counting how many
minorities come and go, UK should
work on changing attitudes and
behavior, she said. The committee
said an ombudsman should be designated to help handle complaints.
"We think it's very important
that the university leaders visibly
demonstrate a commitment to cuJ.
tural diversity and elimination of
discrimination against all employees. We think it has to start at the
top and go down," Fleming said.
The committee reported that 56
percent of UK's 1,323 black employees are in the service or maintenance category, including 32 percent who work either as custodians
or in food service, and 16 percent
who are secretaries or clerks. Eight
percent are classified as faculty or
administrators.
UK's 18 black faculty members
made up 1.5 percent of the teaching
force, compared with 1.8 percent at
comparable universities. Ten new
black professors will join the faculty this fall.
In addition to studying statistics, the committee surveyed and
interviewed employees. Among
service and maintenance workers,
there were complaints that blacks
were channeled into custodial positions regardless of their education
or training.
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~ Ky., W.Va. colleges sign agreement
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WILLIAMSO_N, W .Va. Southern West Virginia Communit)
Collc~e and P1kev11le (Ky.) College have signed an agreemen1
enabling students at the two-year Williamson school to earn a four
year degree from the Kentucky school, officials said.
. l'.1kcville Colle~e President William Owens and Southern Wes,
Virgmia ~ommurnty College President Harry Boyer signed tht
agreement fuesday.
The new _program, suggested by the Tug Valley Chamber of
Commerce, will allow students al the Williamson campus to earn
four-year degrees for the first time.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, JULY 26, 1990

Louisville CPA on education council
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A certified public accountant from Loulsville was appointed yesterday to the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Pbllllp Bond replaced Michael N. Harreld, a former chalnnan
of the council, whose term expired In April.
The council sets policy for Kentucky's eight public universities.
Wilkinson appointed five council members on Tuesday. Still to
be tilled ls a vacancy for a representative of the 6th Congressional
District.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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f Pressure from governing
[ boards and the demands of
1
fund raising have helped
I
l, increase the stress and
I; turnover rates among
; college presidents.
I'
: By Don Wycliff .

,,:· New York Times News Service

~ For Derek Bok at Harvard and John ·
,'Brademas at New York Un_iversity, ani· nouncing their resignations meant the
, start of curtain calls after long, successful
runs in the lead roles at their institutions.
r For Evelyn Handler at Brandeis and
l'. Chase Peterson at Utah, it was more like
ffiling for divorce after a promising mar:. riage turned sour.
,
I. For all four, and a half-dozen other ,
· college and university presidents who
have called it quits since April, the
resignation marked the end of a job that
has grown harder during the last 25 years.
, As a result, the job has become more
, insecure, less eagerly sought and, one
expert suggests, more likely to be spurned
by those who are leading candidates.
I
· ''Leadership needs to be forceful, 1
• sometimes bold and occasionally wrong,"
,Peterson said, describi!'g h!s attitude ~n
taking office at the Umvers1ty of Utah m
f1983. ''But boldness does not lead to
'longevity."
' .
Turnover rate high

r

'.i- ' Although some turno~r is to be
iexpected, the most recent spate of resignations illustrates the difficulty and the
insecurity of an academic presidency.
Bok and Brademas did not leave
under pressure 'or under a cloud; theirs
were genuine retirements.
:. · By contrast, Handler was forced out
by the chairman of her board of trustees
.after seven contentious years at Brandeis
University.
' Peterson decided to leave the University of Utah after a furor over the hidden
transfer of $500,000 from the university's
'research foundation to its qisputed coldfusion research program. He had repre' sented it as an anonymous donation.
Among the 56 U.S. institutions in the
elite Association of American Universities, ,
20 have had a change in the . chief
executive's office since June 1989.
· For the most part, this represents a .
generational shift, people who have '
• reached retirement age giving way ~to
younger leaders.
But where once it was virtually unheard of for a college president to be
dismissed it is now commonplace. Where
once it w.'is unheard of for a president to
leave one institution for another, scholars
say it is becoming common for people to
. have held multiple presidencies.
(Last Dece!'lber, David R_osell~ resigned the presidency of the Umvers1ty of
Kentucky to accept the top post at the
University of Delaware.)

CLOSE-UP:
Academic leadership
Job 'demanding and stressful'
Virtually no one in higher education
disputes that running a college or university is more stressful now than at any·
time in the past - with the possible
exception of the late 1960s, when social
and political protests swept campuses.
An academic presidency is "one of the
most demanding and stressful jobs there
is," says Clifton R. Wharton Jr., who was
president of Michigan State University for
eight years and chancellor of the State
University of New York for nine.
Part oflhe reason, he says, is that the I
pressure of the job is unrelenting: it's 24 1
hours a day and seven days a week.
As important, he says, a university '
president must deal "not just with an
enterprise, but with a complex system of
governance," including constituencies that ·
-.Il!_nge from students to faculty membe~ ·
to parents, alumni, donors and legislators.
Clark Kerr, chancellor of the Universi- '
ty of California at Berkeley in the late
1960s and a longtime observer of university governance, describes it as a system
that has a number of "veto groups."
Some vetoes - by rebellious students,
for example, or zealous alumni - can be
survived. Some - by the trustees or, occasionally, the faculty in a no-confi'1'-ence vote - are almost always fatal.
The key to a president's success and
,longevity, most experts agree, is his
relationship with the governing board of
the institution.
David Riesman, a Harvard sociologist·
who is completing a book on selection of
academic presidents, cited friction between campus presidents and system
leaders as one of the causes of greater
pressure on the presidents of public institutions.
For all academic presidents, the job
more and more involves what many say is
the least enjoyable activity of all: fund
raising.

'Wall-to-wall fund raising'
Robert Atwell, president of the American Council on Education, describes being
president of a private institution as "wallto-wall fund raising."
But, increasingly, public institutions
also rely on private contributions, and on
their presidents to help prime the pump.
And many presidents say that buttonholing legislators for public funds is more
exhausting and frustrating than dealing
with private donors.
Despite all the hardships and the
relatively low pay - Boston University's
John Silber is said to be the highest paid
university president in the country, with
an armual salary approaching $300,000 -'they continue to be filled. And most
experts say they_ generally are well filled.
"I'm really almost amazed at the high
quality of the people who hold these jobs,"
Kerr said.

tics
dents' terms in different eras, an increasing number of them seem to be holding
their jobs for shorter periods. And Kerr
acknowledges that the pool of potential
replacements has shrunk.
In a 1986 survey to which 2,100
institutions responded, the American
Council on Education found that "the
average president had served for nearly
seven years." But more than half had been
in office for five years or less.
Kerr, who led a major study on college·
and university leadership in the early
1980s, · said the seven-year average for
academic presidents represents the end
point of a decline dating from .the early
20th century. At that time, he said, "these
were considered lifetime jobs."
·
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Emphasis shifting· to academiCs
By Hal Bock
Associated Press

August could be a landmark month
in American collegiate sports.
. NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue
has promised new guidelines by Aug. 1
to reduce the pressure on prospects who
feel obliged to 'leave school early to prep
for the pros in pre-draft scouting combines and pre-season mini-camps.
Two weeks after that, the Collegiate
Commissioners Conference and the
NCAA Council will submit legislation
for the January 1991 convention, and
i one of the proposals, which carries the
, enthusiastic endorsement of the NCAA
Presidents Commission, will drastically
cut back the time student-athletes can
devote to sports.
Clearly, change is in the wind.
Tagliabue is sensitive to criticism
from collegiate administrators who
blame the NFL for declining graduation
I-rates among football players. An Assaciated Press survey showed that almost
· two of every three players drafted. last
April did not finish their studies and
that 82 left one semester or less short of
their degrees, specifically to get a head
start on the pros.
"Before this year's football season
begins, we will implement certain limitations and restrictions on the activities
of NFL teams ... in order to eliminate
excesses and to assure that there is no
unwarranted interference in the academic programs of student athletes," Tagl\abue told the Knight Commission on
: college athletic reform last month.
\;, The commissioner is unwilling,
t_however, to allow th", NFL to s~~-~lder

i
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Ath letics vs.

ACa d em .I CS

Change is in the wind for big-time
college sports: More emphasis on
academics, less· on athletics. It is a
new look that carries the
endorsement of the pros, as
reported in this last of a three-part
series.

the entire burden for academic shortcomings.
"I think it is erroneous to suggest,
and there is no basis for concluding,
that NFL recruiting and hiring policies
or practices have had a substantial
negative impact on college programs,
including on the academic progress of
college football players," he said
That opinion is not shared, however,
, by a large segment of the collegiate
community. The College Football Assa'
ciation adopted strong anti-NFL resolu, tions last month, citing the demands
that cut' into class time for student
athletes and lead many players to leave
school short of their degrees.
1· The CFA said it wanted mini. camps postponed until after the
, academic year and a commitment
from the pros to pay for the completion of a player's education if he
comes into the league without his
degree. Until the NFL becomes
more sensitive to such issues, the
CFA said its· members will not
cooperate with the pro scouts.
"Significant courtesies have
been extended to pro soouts," said
, Chuck Neinas, executive director of
' the CFA. ''Those courtesies will no
longer be extended unless something is done. The moratorium is in
effect now.. . _. ,, _.. ·
·

·"We're just asking that pro
football pay attention to its farm
system. The pros aren't giving the
colleges the time of day. Let's face
facts, pro football is interested only
in pro football."
·
The strong words from the CFA
can be traced directly to the offices
of university and college presidents,
who are putting the pressure on
their athletic departments to improve graduation rates.
Tagliabue thinks the institutions would be better served cleaning up their own houses before
complaining about the NFL.
"Based upon all the available
information," the commissioner
said, "it is evident to me that the
graduation rates of college football
players are overwhelmingly determined by the policies and practices
of the oolleges and universities
themselves - and only marginally
influenced by the policies and practices of the NFL. ·
"l say this not because the NFL
needs or is seeking exoneration or
because I desire to be self-serving.
Rather, I say it because it is obvious
; that high ·pressure, commercialized,
mass-marketed college athletic programs, involving long seasons and
extraordinary athletic and other
pressl!fes that necessarily limit academic opportunities, make it inevitable that graduation rates for
oollege athletes will be a matter of
concern."
That, too, is changing. ·
Last month, the NCAA Presidents Commi5jion endorsed a package of legislation presented by Collegiate Commissioners Association
that, if adopted by the national
oonvention next January, will have

significant impact on the time student-athletes devote to sports.
Under the plan, playing seasons
would.be limited to no more than 22
weeks and competition and practice
to no more than 20 hours per week
and four hours per day. Athletic
dormitories would be phased out
over a five-year period and limitations would be placed on training
table meals. Scholarships would be
cut· in football from the present 95
to 85 by 1994, and in basketball
from the present 15 to 13 by 1993.
All other sports would take 10
percent cuts across the board except for· women's gymnastics, women's tennis and women's volleyball
which would retain current levels.'
Other parts of the presidents'
proposal call for one mandatory
day off per week from all sportsrelated activity; no class time
missed for practice, except for tra,vel to a road game; and elimination
of pre-season off-campus intrasquad games.
In other words, the emphasis in
the term student athlete would be
on the student, not the athlete.
Martin Massengale, interim
president of the University of Nebraska and chairman of the Presidents Commission, anticipates some
opposition to these rather dramatic

measures when they are presented
at the convention.
"I think there will be people of
different viewpoints;• he said.
"There will not be unanimity. I
think we can work our way through
them. This is a strong statement, I
think, because it came from the
commissioners."
For some academic people, the
changes are already evident
Anna Price, assistant athletic
director for academics and student
services at Miami, sees a bright
future for the co-existence. of sports
and studies.
"I believe more people are sincere about this and we're better
than we're portrayed," Price said.
"It used to be that the academics
area of the athletic department was
manned by ex-coaches who were
not !amiliar with academic support
services. That's changed.
"People think we need to correct
thi_ngs. I believe they're already
~mg_ corrected. The academics part
.1s bemg cleaned up and it is a
model for the rest of the university."
•
Michael Beachley; academic coordinator for athletes at Oregon
State, ·welcomes the new direction
and the promise it brings for improved academic performance.
"I am an educator," Beachley
said "I hope it changes. It has to,
ethically. The Presidents Commission assures us that it will. If it
doesn't, we're not conducting business as educational institutions.
And that's what our priority ought
to be."·
..
~
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Race and UK: P-rogress, please
A University of Kentucky com- .
mittee has let the lid off an embarrassing secret about the institution:
Its lowest-paid employees barely
make a living wage, and a disproportionate number of those employees are black.
In that, unfortunately, UK isn't
much different from many · other
businesses and institutions. But it's
particularly troubling at UK, both
because it is a public institution and
because the school now is emphasizing the need to recruit more
black students and teachers.
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, FRIDAY, JULY 27, 1990

Ruling entitles public to KSU records
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A Franklin Circuit Court judge says a
Frankfort newspaper Is entitled to see records of travel and entertainment expenses of a university's fund-raising foundation.
In October, the State Journal requested records of expenses
paid by the foundation to Kentucky State University employees In
the previous five years. Kentucky State University Foundation Inc.
denied the request, saying II was not a public agency for the
purposes of the Kentucky Open Records Law.
.
However, Judge Ray Corns noted that members· of the foundation were the university's Board of Regents and that the foundation's offices and records were at Kentucky State. He also noted
that the foundation's treasurer and executive secretary were required to be university employees.
.
"We obviously don't agree necessarily with the judge's opinion·
and we will appeal the decision," said Paul c. Gaines m, the
foundation's attorney.
.

The seven-member committee
has suggested several steps to improve the situation. All of them
seem to be on the mark.
But none will work without a
strong commitment from the university's top leadership to change
the status quo at the institution.
Acting President Charles Wething- '.
ton has helped bring UK its first /
black academic dean. He (and the
university's next permanent presi- .
dent) must devote similar effort to ,
the people who work at the other
end of the scale, too.

9 .
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Lees College registrar
arrested in theft case
!:astern Kentucky bureau

'JACKSON -

,

The registrar of.

Lees College has been arrested on a

fugitive warrant, charging her with
embezzling more than $2,000 from a
dentist in Newport News, Va.
Barbara Cox Graff, hired last
summer by the junior college in
Breathitt County, was arrestedWednesday by state police at the
request of the police department in
Hampton, Va., a state police dispatcher at the Hazard post said.
Graff is accused of embezzling
money from Dr.· William R. Cornette, the warrant says.
Cornette was on vacation in
Africa yesterday. But Tamara Ramsey, a secretary in his office, said
Graff worked for Cornette for about
two years before leaving in early
1989. Ramsey said she did not know
exactly how much money was involved, but said she was told "it

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Barbara Cox Graff, hired
last summer by the junior ·
college in Breathitt County,
was arrested Wednesday.
a lot more than $2,00<i." .
Attempts to reach Graff for
comment yesterday were unsuccessful.
"We haven't had any problem,"
said Roger Drake, vice presidenfof
business affairs. at Lees College. _
· After learning about the warrant, Graff went to the Jackson
police department, where she was
arrested by a state trooper.
Graff was released from the
Breathitt County Jail after Prestonsburg attorney Barkley Sturgill
signed a $5,000 surety bond for her,
court records show. An Aug. 6
hearing has been scheduled, pending extradition to Virginia.
)Vl!S

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Thursday, July 26,)990-

Girl seriously hurt
after fall through
+\{SU metal grate
By KENNETH A. HART

Independent News Writer
MOREHEAD - , A 10-year-<ild
girl was seriously injured at noon
on Wednesday at Morehead State
Universit~ when a metal grate she
was walking on gave way causing
her to fall into a 14-foot deep pit.
Melodi Dawn Riggsby of Clear-·
field was taken to St. Claire Medical Center in Morehead, where she
was in the intensive care unit this
morning. A hospital spokeswoman
would ~ot give_ her condition, citing
~ hosp1~ policy of not releasing
information on minors.
·However, the spokeswoman
i,yu~nda R!c~ards, did say that th~
girl s condition was improving and
that she would soon be transferred
from intensive care into a regular
room.
·
Melodi's father, Larry Joe
Riggsby, told a Morehead State official _Wednesday night that the girl
sustamed head and chest injuries
university spokeswoman Judith
1

Yancy said.
Attempts to contact the girl's
parents this morning at home and
at the hospital were not successful.
. The grate the girl fell through
c_overed a pit that provides ventilation- to Alumni Tower donnitory
Yancy said. The area is also used
as a loading zone for the dorm's
mechanical room, which houses
· heating and air conditioning
equipment.
~he aluminum grate, which
weighs about 70 pounds, was jarred
loose from its framework and fell
on top of the girl after she hit the
concrete bottom of the pit said
Richard Green, director ~f the
universify's 9ffice of Public Safety. I
The girl was at Morehead State I
for a youth sports day camp sponsored by the university Yancy
,said. Authorities have not been able
to determine why she was walking
on the grate.
. Joe Rla11_ck, the university's

physical plant director, said the
grat~ . was not intended for foot
traffic. However, he said it should
have been strong enough to support
the girl's w~ight.
Yancy said the incident was the
1u ~L 01 ,Lo:> AJJ.1u in

Alumni

'l'owei;Jg--

23-year history.
Green said the incident remains
under investigation by Larry
McC_a~, an officer in charge of
morutormg the safety conditions on
campus.
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Words of praise
Graduation i goal

i

Representatives of th
BellSouth Foundation visite
\forehead State University
this week to see first-hand
how their money was being
spent. We suspect they concluded they have invested
well in a program that is
getting results.
The representatives were
interested in seeing Destination Graduation in action.
After all, BellSouth Foundation had donated $225,000 to
t he program , which is
primarily funded by the U.S.
Department of Education.
Destination Graduation
;eeks to reduce Kentucky's
1igh school drop-out rate by
>airing college students with
1inth graders considered to

be potential dropouts. The
college students ser ve as tutors for the ninth graders,
not only helping them with
their classwork but helping
them establish specific goals
and encouraging them to
succeed. Operating in 12
locations in Kentucky
including Ashland Community
College , Prestonsburg
Community College, Pikeville College and Morehead
State - Destination Graduation has won the praise of
school administrators and
teachers for having a positive impact on reversing the
failures of many young people.
Any program that turns
even a few potential dropouts into successful students
is well worth the investment.
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UK's use of 'headhunters' frustrates
some on presidential search panel
By Jamie Lucke
r-erald-Leader educa11on ,-r ter

The University of Kentuck y's
search for a president differs from
earlier searches in more ways than
one.
Not only is the interim president
a contender, but the search committee also is not interviewing candidates.
Instead, a pair of professional
"headhunters·· is ·erYing as the
committee's eyes and ears. Paid
consultants from Dallas and Atlanta are transmitting fir t impressions
of \.1'•11Jld-be UK president$.
Some search committee members dislike the situation.
•'The whole system has placed
severe constraints on the committee,'' said William Lyons. ,me of
iour proie-;:-nr, ,n ·r~e , member
commi
ha:·t.:t·c , nh -. commendi:ng J nrr,1dent ·o the> hoard of
trustees.
··1 W(1uld >11.e , ·x: ,u1e ·n see
these people eyeball to eyeball."
Lyons said. "It's one thing for me to
tell somebody else what questions
to ask. It's another hing for me to
ask them and be able ro evaluate
the response ·n per-on. ·

,t't' ,

But Lyons and other members
said a state Supreme Coun ruling
gave them a difficult choice: delegate the early interviewing to consultants or risk having candidates'
names leak out.
Choosmg secrecy is common in
·uch situauons.
"Consultants are frequently
used a a subterfuge, as a means of
keeping things close to the vest."
said Patrick Riordan. a spokesman
for Florida's statewide board of
university regents, which. by law,
conducts completely open searches.
The other reason consultants
have assumed a widespread role in
uni,·ersiry searches is because of
their expertise. he said.

Secret meetings out
The Herald-Leader filed a lawsuit against the last L K search
commmee because 1t closed to rhe
news media its general dl:'ru ·,;1on,;
oi desired pre,-idennal quahiica
lion::,.

The state Supreme Cuurt ruled
in the newspaper's favor •he dav
after David Roselle 'xan~c ')re~ident in July 1987 r•.e 1 .., - ._,,id
the search LOmmn-t'c 1, .., o ,t

agency. ,ubJect to •ht , 1a1e·::, open
meetings .aw
The law was designed to prevent officials from hidmg government's inner workmir-, from the
people.
The UK committee that chose
Roselle held unannounced meetings. enabling it to inteniew him
and other candidates extensivelv
before anyone else in Kentuck~·
heard of them.
·
As a result of the ruling, the
current committee is announcing
the time and place of all meetings
as required by law. The committee.
which includes two lawyers and a
federal judge, also has said the law
applies to any subcommittees it
might create.
"We can't do like thev haw
done in the past - go · to the
Cincinnati airport and meet wnn
people - because you ha,e to
pubhc12e the place and nme." '.'<lid
'Joard Cha1nran Foster nckem1:rn
Sr.. ,,ne nf ·he .1wyers un the ,earch
cumm' •"t'
The law provides an exception
that allow· private inten ·iews between ·he commlt"t'e and candidates ·o ~1--n1ss posst le hiring. But

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

u "' n 1..teJ)
(c.unti
news reporters and photographers
can be outside waiting for them to
emerge.
This search committee will get
its first look at the four or fivefinalists when the rest of the UK
community does, when-_the candidates come to campus for public
interviews, probably in late August
or early September.
"Hard decisions about who
those finalists ought to be have to
be made on the basis of paper
credentials and face-to-face interviews that were conducted on our
behalf by the search firm," said
Carolyn Bratt, a law professor and
search committee member.
"It does increase the importance
of the consultants."
Search committee members
could interview candidates on their
own, but that approach has little
appeal. "It's much better if you
have a controlled interview where
everyone is seeing the person under
the same situation at the same time
hearing answers to the same questions," Bratt said.

Not a first for UK
This is not the first UK se2.rch
to employ consultants. The last
committee hired Heidrick and
Struggles of Chicago as advisors, to
run background checks and help
with interviews. The finn charged
$33,333, plus $14,823 for expenses,
according to UK records. (The company's standard fee is one-third of
the first-year salary for the vacant
job. It was based on an assumed
salary of $100,000, although Roselle
negotiated higher pay.)
The firm being used now Lamalie Associates Inc. - is wellknown for executive searches. It
charges $14,000, plus expenses.
The committee liked Lamalie
because one its partners, Thomas
M. Watkins III, was the lead consultant on the 1987 UK search when he
worked for Heidrick and Struggles.
Watkins, who used to live in Ashland, is based in Dallas. A partner
from Atlanta is assisting him.
The lower fee is justified because Lamalie was hired later in the

process and was not asked to help
a~emble the original pool of candi~es, Ockennan said.

Not going public
One option the committee had
- that apparently got little consideration - would have been to
conduct a public search.
"There's just some things you
can't do in the glare of publicity,
and talking to people about jobs
early on in the process is one of
them," Lyons said.
That view is widespread. "You
can't get good people to enter a
contest unless they can be assured
of some protection," said Ronald
Stead, executive director of Academic Search Consultation Service,
a non-profit education search firm
in Washington, D.C.
But that view is not universal.
Florida's nine public universities are required to conduct completely open searches. All names
are public from Day 1. Florida
professors frequently criticize the
requirement, and a lawmaker recently proposed shielding the early
stages of the search from public
view.
But the statewide board of university regents killed the proposal
and stayed with open searches,
Riordan, the board spokesman,
said.
He acknowledged that Florida
sometimes lost candidates who did
not want their employers to find out
they were interested in moving.
But he said the advantages of
openness outweighed the problems.
"Open searches empower people
on the campus and in the state
where the decision is being made.
They wrest power away from those
who would benefit from having it in
secret," Riordan said.
At Louisiana State University,
there were concerns that open records and open meetings laws
would hinder a presidential search
last year.

The open process made recruitj
ing more difficult, said James Cole,
man, chairman of the search committee, who was quoted in an article
by Linda Lightfoot, a newspaper
editor in Baton Rouge.
But Coleman said: "If I had to
choose, I'd go the open route. It's
safer. I would not have told you
that in the beginning."
In the end, the laws were welcome because they helped combat
political interference, Coleman told
Lightfoot. LSU broke with tradition
and hired an outsider, William
"Bud" Davis, fonner chief of Oregon's university system.
At UK, like LSU, political influence is a concern. Faculty leaders
complained that the search was
compromised by the selection of
Charles Wethington as interim president in December. Wethington,
head of UK's 14. community col;
leges, has a long friendship with
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, who aP-:
points most of the trustees who will
choose UK's next president.
The effect of open- meetings,
laws on searches in which there is a<;
strong inside candidate is debat-'
able. On one hand, early public
comparisons of qualifications could
reassure outsiders that they would
be judged on their merits. On the
other hand, outsiders might be even
more reluctant to show an interest
because their employers probably
would find out even if they didn't
make it to the finals.
"You're back to the age-old
question: the public's right to know
balanced against the individual's
right to confidentiality," said William Bowen, vice chainnan of Heidrick and Struggles. "It's a very,
very thin line."
The UK search committee,
which has narrowed the field from
77 to 14 candidates, will meet
Tuesday - behind closed doors to eliminate more names.
The new president is expected
to be named in October.

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Friday, July 27, 1990-

Girl injured in fall in serious conditfon
MOREHEAD - A 10-year-old Rowan County girl injured in a fall at
Morehead State University Wednesday has been moved from intensive
care, but her condition remains serious, a family friend-said this morning.
Melodi Dawn Riggsby of Clearfield was hurt when metal grate she
was walking on at the Alumni Tower dormitory gave way, dropping her
into a 14-foot deep pit. The grate then fell on top of the girl.
"She's still in pretty bad shape. She can't hardly talk, she just shakes
her head a little bit," said Lillian Whitt, who was visiting the girl this
morning at St. Claire Medical Center.
St. Claire officials have declined to give the girl's condition, citing a
hospital policy of not releasing information on minors.
Melodi's father, Larry Joe Riggsby, told Morehead State officials
Wednesday night that the girl sustained head and chest injuries.
The girl was at the university for a youth sports day camp sponsored by
the school. Authorities have not been able to determine why she was
walking on the grate.
\
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Role· of lobbying::&Dl paid:
$700 000 by UK is unclear
'

By MIKE BROWN Staff

'

wrt«lr ·

.
'
WASHINGTON - The University of Kentucky bas
paid· a Wasblngton lobbying firm' nearly S70o,ooo,
prlncJpaJly_~ help win special congressional fundlog
for a nef,(tesearcb center.
, Just bow 11\UCb the firm, Cassidy & Associates, bas
done for that money Is not clear.
· "I don't really know," sen. Wendell Ford, the senatesponsor of the project, said wben asked what role
the firm lias played. ''You'll haye to ask the university.If-they' got their money's worth."
Wlmbei'Jy''oyster, the UK _official overseeing development of' the proposed research and technology
center, said· Cassidy & Associates bas been helpful.
But Jilst'bOW'belpfUI, be add~ In an Interview last
wee!i;. depends on how:. much money the university
ends·u1kgetuhg;' ~- ,";;:
"I
.tlilillt
you
Juive't!);'walt and see what we come
-·-;;
·:,--._,_,J}t,.-~•-• ,,.
_uptii~rll 1987 oils Slngietary, then UK's president,
bUed Cassidy"'&• Assocllites at a monthly fee of
$15000:"a'ecoicllng to UK spokesman Bernie Vonderheide.·~ months after bls retirement from the
presidency· ·that June, Singletary Joined the Cassidy
firm lllt a piirt;itme senior consultant
Sliigletary, Wbci remains a blstory professor at UK
and bas tbe t!Ue of president emeritus, bas said that
When be blred Q!s<J~_h.~ had no !~ea be would. later
" ' --··= · : become part of the firm. He works:
1 for Cassidy only two days a month
· I and bas nothing to do with Its UK
business, he said In an Interview.
Last July, during the presidency
of David Roselle, UK Increased Cassldy's monthly retainer to $17,500.
The firm also bas been paid $30,877
for expenses, Vonderheide said.
That bring; total payments through
the end of July to $663,377. The total wW grow to $715,877 by the end
of October, when the current contract Is .to ext!lre. .
..
Royster said that the firm bas.
monitored various pieces of leglsla•
lion of potential Interest to the university. But be and other UK offlclals agree that Its main function Is
to help secure what the university
hopes eventually will be $18 mlWon
In federal money to build a proposed Advanced Science & Technology Commercialization Center for
the university's College of Englneerlilg.

· . So far the school. bas received
$4.5 mlWon. The current Commerce
Department appropriations bW specJflcally ordered the department's
Economic Development Admlnlstra·
lion to make the graot
UK officials hope to get another
$4.5 mlWon set aside In next year's·
appropriations legislation, now moving through Congress. It wW be
weeks before the outcome Is known.
For the UK-project, Royster said,
Cassidy helped write the Initial proposal, set up meetings for university
officials with members of the Kentucky delegation and possibly attended some sailons.
Also, according to Royster, the
firm kept track of the legislation's
progress, advised UK offlclals whom
to contact ID Wasblngton and wben,
and helped review UK's application
to the Economic Development Ad·
ministration' once the funding was
assured.

Kentucky does not have a member on the Senate Appropriations
Committee, and Royster said that
the university believed the Cassidy

firm would help guide the project
Second, and more fundamentally,
tbrougb the appropriations process.
should Congress be In the buslnai
But be said be doesn't know what
of deciding wblch research projects
contacts outside the Kentucky deleto build?
gallon the firm made.·
.
Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo., thinks
Ford, a Democrat, recalled that
not
Cassidy personnel were present
"When· research money Is spent
when he met with". UK' officials
on the basis of politics, on the basis
about two yems ago, but l!e·sald_ he_
of who sits on what committee, on
knew nothing more about .their ef•
the basis of seU-setvlng lobbying, we
forts.
are wasting the public's money," be
.Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers, the 5th
said last month In support of leglslaDlstrlct Republican Who pushed the
tton to curtail the growing congresproJect In the House; said 'be vague.slonal practice of "earmarking'' rely recalls contact wltli the firm twc>
search money for specific lnstltu•
yems ago but added ·that be bas
tlODS;
seen no further evidence of Its InSome universities also oppose earvolvement Rogers Is' the· ranking
llllll'klng;_They !ll'8Ue for a competlRepubllcan on the appropriations
tlve···system: that. funds academic
subcommittee that-'funds' the Com•
projects according to merit
merce Department. ' .. · .,. •
The Association of American UntFtird. ancf Rogerli.credJted Rep:
verslttes, an n,gaolzallon of 56 large
William Niitch!ll', D-2nd District, the
private and public' lnstltullo119,
No. 2 bemoctat 'oti"Jlie .House Ap,<
a ~ President Robert Rosen-•
proprlallons Comnilttee, ~th beli>i
,., ·
that, If th b Odin
Ing to. get th.e $4.5 Woa.·_Natcb_er:
zwe-,; '. says..
·· e u
p·
themselves are funded according to
said he had no contact with Cassidy.
pollllcah' crtterla;·· the government•
Roy Meyers, a Cassidy spokesfunded researcb that goes OD Inside
man, would not dlscl!SS what capitol
1s likely to be selected.for the same.
HW contacts the flrnl.made on UK's
reason. "I tlt1nk It's avlrus that can
bebaU, saying tlie flmi doesn't dfs.
anci may very well Infect the whole
cuss what It does for.· clients.
system," be said. . ':
...
One thing Is clear abo~t Cassidy &
But many. people. In academia and
Associates: Its members give thouCongress. do· not agree. They. argue
sands of dollars ln_pollllcal contrlbuthat a merit-selection system. that
!Ions.
Jett the funding decisions up to exCbalrman Gerald· s..J. Cassidy, a
perts would be fine for prestigious
former Senate Democratic staffer,
universities, but not for schools try-.
gave $28,340 to various Democratic
log to build up research programs.
candidates and causes In 1987 and
It would be "a good-old-boy net'88,
accordlogrecords.
to Federal
Election
work" that would leave out schools
Cominlsslon
For the
1990
elections, be and Ills wife, Loretta P.
such as UX. Ford says.
Cassidy, already have given almost
Also, the government's only cur$40 000
rent merit-based program for re• •
search facWlles Is a new $20 mllThe firm Includes veterans from
lloll¼year effort by. the National
various
congresslonal'and
executiveScience
Foundation. Thus, Royster
branch positions, Republicans as
ding
well as· Democrats. For the 1988
argues, direct congressional fun
election, personoel of the firm and
Is the only real option.
their spouses gave .candidates from
This scarcity of money bas been a
both parties at least $133,550, acmajor opportunity for the Cassidy
cording to the commission's computfirm. Most of Its Cilr.rent clients, acerlzed records, wblch do .not fnclude . cording to spokesman, Meyers, 'are
all ·Cassidy-related donations.
corporat10119, cllles, states and oth•.
Meyers said that·members of the
er non-academic entitles.
firm come from all pollllcal back•
But the firm's reputation
built:
grounds and make the contributions
on helping educational Institutions:
entirely ou their own. ·He said there
flild federal research dollars.
.
ls no tie between polltlcal giving and
Meyers said Cassidy doesn't keep:
the firm's fees;
a rumilng tally.of Its successes. But•
The Cassidy contract· focuses at•
be didn't argue with calculations by·
tenllon on two related Issues that go
The Wasblngton Post last year show-;
far beyond UK. Flrst;'Wby would a
Ing that its clients, mainly unlverst-,
university tum to a l9bbylst Instead
tles,'<bacbwon close to $400 mllllon.
of
the
state's
electe1i'lawmakers
for
In'eannatiied-money
·s1nce-1983. ·
help? ·-,·.11..'"I; ~~Nitrt~-;.
·;
~
ml.

was

°'

That's what· sen. Robert Byrd,
w. Va., wanted to know. Aogered
that West Virginia University had
blred Cassidy & Associates to help
get federal money for a research
center, the power.fill Appropriations
Committee cbalrmao withdrew bls
support for the project last year.
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UK
. group questions Singletary's job with lobbying firJ
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Former University of Kentucky President Otis
Slngletary's part-time employment
with a Washington lobbying firm he
hired to represent UK In 1987 has
aroused the concern of UK's top facul•
ty group.
In a memorandum to Interim President Charles Wethington, the school's
Senate C.Ouncll noted that ~ingletary .
accepted a paid position with Cassidy
& As.wciates Inc. shortly alter he left
the UK presidency. The firm was
hired through UK's Research Founda•
tion 1n April 1987, two months before
Singletary left the presidency.
Since then It has been paid nearly
$700,000, principally, to help win special congressional funding for a new
research center.
Singletary could not be reached f~
. comment yesterday.
"The Senate C.OunciJ believes when
such employment Is undertaken by a
high-ranking university administrator
soon after leaving office the employment is perceived as improper," the
memo said.
While it said members had insuffi•
clent Information to determine whether Singletary acted Improperly, the
memo added that "the council does
know that even appearances of lmpro. prl ety must be avoided If an institution's Integrity is to be protected.
"This is particularly true for the
University of Kentucky because we
are charged with the r esponsibility of
inculcating the youth of Kentucky with
appropriate standards of ethical behavior," it continued.
C.Ouncll members asked Wethi ngton
" to convey our ve~ deep concern" to
UK's board of trustees on the matter.
They also asked ~ethington ~_!'()pose to the board a change In UK's
governing regulations to prohibit such
future employment by top-level admln·
lstrators.
The revised regulation, they said,
should prohibit these of!lclats for two
years after leaving UK from accepting
such employment with any firm that
contracted with the school during

-

Wethington said later that be
would make the trustees aware of
the faculty panel's concerns. And he
said he had no problem with the
concerns as they might affect him
personally.
Although he said he would seriously consider proposing the regula•
tlon change, he said It was too soon
to make a decision.
"In this particular Instance, I
think that I must seek some legal
advice. For one thing, I've got to determine if there Is any way that you
can legally bind someone who Is no
longer employed by the University
of Kentucky."
Bratt, a Jaw professor, said she
did not believe such a restriction
would be a problem. "That could be
part of the contract of employment.
It could be sort of like not entering
Into competition with an employer
for a certatn period of time," she
added.
The council, which is the executive body for UK 's I63-member Uni•
verslty Senate, will also ask its research committee to determine
whether UK should hire outside lobbyists to represent Its interests in
Washington or Frankfort
Bratt said that issue was not covered In yesterday's memo, but she
said that since publication of news
stories on the contract she had received several calls from faculty
members questioning the practice.
"People don't seem to be satisfied,"
she said.
Paul Eakin, another council member, questioned whether such contractual arrangements were methods for universities to make financial contributions to lawmakers
through lobbying firms.
The Courier-Journal r eported yesterday that Cassidy employees and
their spouses have contributed more
than $200,000 In recent years to candidates of both parties.

al delegation are aware of UK's
needs - and seek funding for them
- that is all right, he added.
"But if we're on the same moral
plane as Charles Keating. then I
have a problem," be added. Keating
heads several savings and Joan companies In callfomla and the South•
west His political contributions to
several U. S. senators sparked a Senate ethics Investigation.
Bratt said the council's research
committee would also try to determine what UK Is getting for Its pay•
ments to Cassi dy & Associates. She
said she would ask the committee to
report its findings and recommenda•
I.ions in October.
·
Singletary has said he works for
Cassidy & Associates only two days
a month as a senior consultant and
has nothing to do with UK business.
The contract began with monthly
fees of $15,000, Increasing to $17,500
last July, according to UK officials.
The firm also has been paid $30,877
In expenses, said UK spokesman
Bernie Vonderheide. The total
amount paid will grow to $715,000
by the end of October, when the current contract expires.
The firm has monitored various
pieces of legislation of interest to
UK. But Its main function is to help
secure what UK hopes will be $18
milllon in federal money to build a
proposed Advanced Science & Technology C.Ommerclallzation Center
for the College of Engineering.
UK so far has received $4.5 million. The current Commerce Department appropriations blll specifically
ordered the department's Economic
Development Administration
to
make the grant
UK officials hope to get another
$4.5 million set aside in next year's
appropriations legislation.

"If I know what is being done
with the money, I can draw a conclusion," added Eakin, a mathematics professor.

If Sen. Wendell Ford or other
members of Kentucky's congression-

these administrators' tenure.
Carolyn Bratt, the council's chairwoman, said later that the memo
dl d not specify which oftlclals
should be covered by the policy because council members did not
know which ones were authorized to
negotiate contracts.
"Whoever those people are are
the ones we want included In our
policy," she said.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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impropriety must be avoided if the
institution's integrity is to be protected. This is particularly true for
the University of Kentucky because
we're charged with the responsibility of inculcating the youth of
Kentucky with appropriate standards of ethical behavior."
Wethington said, "I share the
council's concern, and I have no
problem with their position as it
affects me personally."
Wethington said he would consider the recommendation but needed legal advice on whether UK
could place restrictions on outgoing
administrators' employment
Singletary said two fonngr university presidents who work for
Cassidy - Frank Rose, fonner
president of Transylvania Uni,·ersity and the University of Alabama,
and Elvis Stahr, fonnerly Indiana
University president and UK law
dean - were the first to approach
UK about hiring the firm. UK
would have had a hard time landing the federal money without the
lobbyists' help, Singletary said.

.·-~i°ngletary's job.as lobbyist creates
.,, •.im.ag~
of _impropriety, council says
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"The council does not have
,nough info,rmation to judge the
,ctuaJ propnety of Dr. Singletary's
':TIPloyment," UK Senate President
molyn Bratt said in a letter to
.fethington.
' "Howeva-, the council does
"M>W that even appearances of
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Yesterday, the UK Senate Co11ncil said that when a high-ranking
J; •. :Faculty leaders complained yef : administrator helped a finn get a
herday that fonner University o : contract and then went to work for
• , .I Kentucky . President Otis Sing!~ : the finn, it was "perceived as im;. 'itary'sjobwitha Washington lobby, : proper."
, •· / ing firm had created an appearan~ i
The council, which is elected by
• ,:·ot,impropriety•.'., ., •· · . ,
, ., the faculty, asked UK Interim Presi;: r;J :;. The ::UK' Senate Council said, dent Charles Wethington to recom";. s':such embarrassments should be mend that the Board of Trustees
; \prevented by placing a two-year, adopt a regulation preventing such
on outgoing adnun!strators go-; si.~tio1:s. The l?roposal ,y~uld pro·. , 1ing to work for companies thathold h1b1t h1gh-rankmg admm1strators
·' iUK contracts. ·yd: .
•. · , .,, from going to work, for two years
' :·. UK ha
.d $663 377 tO th
.after leavlbg their posts, for any
'·
'firm,' Ca ~d pru& Associat
• e I tfirm with which the university had
· ' ·s·
Y
ed the es!
during the administraThe Associa led Press contribut, mg1etaryssi approv
ob•b~;!
,--,, .,a contract
,
ed lo this article.
:contract in April 1987.
..ors tenures.
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'.EkU dedicates extended campu:

(N/:i~st_frilli~nes;-r:J~-.
g~n\<;%~ ·
;converting research into technol'o . Cassidy has a $17,5Q()-a-month
·
--- .
(, contract that expires in October to
·, help UK get the rest of the money.
lq By then, UK.\Yill,have paid the firm,
,:, $715,877. , ,
·•:.
Singletary said yesterday that
F his part-time job with the lobbying
1. .firm was not a reward for helping,
i,' the company get UK's business.
? ,! "There was none of that If it
r' looks that way, ,then I'm sorry," :
, Singletary said. "There was abso- :
I lutely no discussion, no inference, :
\' no suggestion, no ·anything about ,
i my going to work for them.".
' ' Singletary, a· UK history profes'.. sor and president emeritus, said
• Cassidy approached him about go' ing on retainer ·as a consultant in
. December 1987, five months after
his retirement as president. He said
., he agreed to work no more than
• two days a month and never on UK
·, business.
·
His duties include recruiting
) and advising clients and advising
1
' the firm. He said he attended two
• U.S. Senate hearings for the compa- .
· ny last month.
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'1n -Corb'1n hopes more 'in store
' ·

By Jim White
South-central Kentucky bureau

CORBIN - Eastern Kentucky
University unveiled yesterday
what school officials hope is the
first of several extended campuses in south-central and southeastern Kentucky.
The new campus in Corbin's
Tri-County Shopping Center is in
the heart of EKU's 22-county
service region. It· will provide
general requirement and graduate-level courses to people in the
area.
The campus has been operating since May, but yesterday was
the school's open house and dedication. This fall, Eastern officials
expect 650 students to enroll in
Corbin. Over the sununer, 171
students were enrolled.
Although EKU has conducted
classes in the area before, the
Corbin center is the first pennanent, full-time campus away from

,
l

-,

campus includes several .
g
assrooms and top-of-theline equipment, including a lab
outfitted with rows of IBM and
Macintosh computers.
Students can receive about 75
percent of the credit they need for

-

Richmond.
In the next few years, the
school plans to open at least two
more extended campuses, in Danville and Manchester. School officials also hope to open campuses
in other cities. ·
·
" ''When we originally took a"
look at the 22 counties, we didn't
think they were being served too
well," EKU president Hanly Funderburk said. "So we decided to
increnSP r-ur ,.~fforts."

'
~

·

-

-

-

a college degree at the center,
officials said.
"We wanted to do everything
first-rate," said Paul Weaver, director of the Corbin center. "We
decided that everything in this
facility should be the best or we
shouldn't do it at all."
- "'fheiiush Ior extenaea services at Eastern began when Funderburk arrived in 1985, officials
said. With enrollment figures on
the rise during the 1980s, indicating an increased interest in higher
· education, state colleges and universities started programs to
' make their classes more accessible.
Western Kentucky University,
Murray State University and
Morehead State University have
extended campuses in place.
Last year, the Council on
Higher . Education approved
$100,000 to $150,000 for the centers through the state's funding

,
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said the
i'Corbin center would be eligible
~-. for the state money within two
}.: years. ~ l ' I , ·, ,:- '
t_,_? _· The state Council on Higher
i'· Education assigned service areas
colleges and universities, desig1:i· ruiting a·· certain region to each.
f'/Eastem's service area stretches
f. froin Boyle County east to Perry
{. County, and from Rjchmond
f.',south to the Tennessee Ime.
',
Eastem's service area also
has attracted the attention of the
University of Kentucky, which is
f~ir\t,erested i11,aJnyerting financial((i' ly ,strappe<f· Sue ·Bennett College
·,•: to a community college. Sue Ben. nett is in London, 10 miles north
.'.· of Corbin. . . , •
Henry St~Iti, head of the Sue
!£J'Bennett Board of Trustees, said
( · yesterday that a committee was
i investigating the proposal and
~ would release its report in Octo,: ber. -:

UK search: Why the secrecy?
The University of Kentucky's
presidential search committee has a
secret. And the intent of some
piddling state law isn't going to
make members of the committee let
you in on their secret.
This hush-hush secret is a list of
names - the finalists for the job of
UK president. And the search committee is so intent on keeping this
list of names from the public that it
hired consultants to interview the
.finalists. That gets around a troublesome state open meetings law.
By hiring the consultants, the committee itself doesn't have to meet
ewith the candidates, so the meetings
can be secret.
All that's clear enough. What's

ttto

t ··

not clear is exactly why the committee's members feel so strongly that
they need to skirt the law.
The committee members say this
rigamarole is necessary to protect
the confidentiality of people who
have applied for the job. That
would come as a surprise to their
counterparts in Florida, where all
searches for presidents of state universities are conducted in public.
That's how UK should be conducting its search, too. The search
committee's preoccupation with secrecy can only increase the perception that there's something to hide
about the way UK is selecting its
next president. Surely that's not in
anyone's interest.
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guarantee, would be very risky and
would probably not be made," said
Floyd Stoner of the American Bankers Association. "They are loans to
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ket's reaction to the foundation's
·
crisis was evidence of broader in9,.-' WASIIlNGTON ·_ Fraud, lax Cracks in the student-loan vestor concerns about the federal
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budget deficit. They said it would
~ taxpayer :bailout.
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further burden the U.S. government,
rt·sounds Iike'a litany from the· aSt wee w en the Higher · which faces the cost of the S&L
~savings and loan crisis. Instead, it' Education Assistance
bailout and the staggering taxpayer
sis the story of federally guaranteed Foundation said it needed ; . liability for guarantee programs for
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federal help to avoid a.
farmers and home buyers.
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f The:, two problems carmot be
Officials at the U.S. Education
1compared in-magnitude or severity, financial collapse. ;
Department rushed to reassure nerf but there are parallels.
vous lenders, borrowers and invesll ·· Both, speak, to the inherent ;---·
---- -. tors. A team of- auditors. was dis~ abuses :that can occur when the
A~ least five. ot~er !\llaranty patched to offices of the Higher
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ance Foundation, he said.
guaranty agency to take over the
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Cracks in· the student-loan sysBased in Overland Park, Kan., foundation. •
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the foundation has guarantees $8.8 · An administration official,
f :i;:,n F:uniti~n- ·~;: n:J: billion in loans, or about 17 percent speaking on condition of anonym~.- fed~! help: to' avoid a financial of the national total of $51 billion. ity, said that after a weekend meet~ collapse.
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Disclosure of the foundation's ing, Office of Management and
~ · The foundation is the largest of problems last Monday sent ripples Budget and Education Department
j 47 state government and non-profit throu~h the financial. markets. _lt officials hoped to resolve the probr, agencies guaranteeing student contributed to a 105-J?Omt plll?ge m lem this week.
t loans made ?Y 12,000 lenders such , th~ stock marke~ dunng the first 90
The Education Department is
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budgeted to spend $2 billion this
1, loans, and credit unions.
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At stake ts _a, system that last year on stuclent-loan' defaults. It
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l' Sanders, told the Senate Banking rates, to 4.7 m1ll1~n s~dents at 100 percent of the loss for 'default
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